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There is a Path, steep and thorny, beset with perils of every kind, but a Path, nonetheless.  It 
leads to the very heart of the Universe.  Along this Path you will find much struggle and at 

every step you will be tested.  Along this ancient Way, you may find those who can point you 
toward the gateless gate.  This most secret of doors opens only inward and closes quickly 

behind those with the courage to pass through it.  

Remember, there is no danger that dauntless courage cannot conquer.  There is no trial that 
spotless purity cannot pass through.  There is no difficulty that clarity of intellect cannot 

surmount.  For those who win onward, there is reward past all telling; the power to bless and 
liberate all beings into the Source from which we’ve come.  For those who fail, well, there are 

other lives in which success may come. 

 

~HPB 
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Man is as a rope stretched between the animal and the Superhuman--a rope over an abyss. 
A dangerous crossing, a dangerous wayfaring, a dangerous looking-back, a dangerous 
trembling and halting. 

As much as you must strive for individual greatness and strive you must, for it won’t come to 
you of its own accord. You must also remember that there is no individual stronger than the 
group of which you are a vital part. 

The ties that bind you together make you stronger than you ever could be alone. They will 
make you impervious to the pain and the hardship that the world will thrust upon you. 

Believe me when I tell you that life will be hard, it will be painful. You will pass through tears, 
through clouds and mists; you will suffer and you will die. You will bid adieu to all earth's 
friends and mount the Way alone. Remember, you bridge the gap with loving deeds done in 
the pain of living. Lift one hand aloft to whom standeth just above; then lean one down to 
those who standeth next below. The hands, thus freed from the transverse arms, are freed but 
to be held. Only the empty nail-marked hands can keep the chain complete. 

We can accomplish anything when we take responsibility together, this is what creates trust. 
Only together can we stand against the reign of evil and only together shall we forever seal 
the door where evil dwells. 

 

~Neitsche 被我翻译 
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Soul Level and the following 3 occurrences immediately take place. 109 
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Introduction 
As you enter into this training and become an active part of this group, there are 
certain fundamental ideas or governing principles which I would like to put before 
you. Upon these, the success of our collective group work depends and upon 
which its results, whatever they may be, will ultimately be measured.  

To train a mage, an adept, or White Magician, is no simple thing.  In truth, it is an 
undertaking in which this life and all previous lives (if you accept the Law of 
Rebirth and of fresh opportunity) have combined to prepare what is often referred 
to as ‘you’, to undertake this most beneficent of endeavors. 

The enterprise upon which you are seeking to enter is a tremendous one.  In all 
probability it will require and directly involve a radical reorientation of your life 
and life methods. It will mean the learning and mastery of a set of rules or 
principles which will govern the transfer of your life effort out of the Fourth or 
Human Kingdom into what we shall call, for the moment, the Fifth Kingdom of 
nature - what is otherwise referred to as the Kingdom of God.  It leads also as a 
preparation, though often insufficiently,  for those great expansions of 
consciousness which will transform the local perspective and free Awareness from 
its illusory bonds and local attachments; allowing for the constant recognition of 
the Universal Whole, instead of the probable identification as a tiny fraction of 
that Whole.  It will enable the transmutation of synthesis for that isolated 
separateness which is presently distinctive of the average human life. 

In the transmission of this training I seek to employ a new and untested method. 
In these modern times, we have at our disposal a varied assortment of tools and 
technologies to aid in the circulation of the potent energies that exist as living 
pools of vitality in the abstract World of Ideas.  Yet whether these tools can be 
made effective in the transmission of this energy and vitality is, as of yet, unclear 
and unknown.  

I intend to speak as if we were gathered together ‘in person’, for in reality, there 
are no borders that separate us in our ability to communicate across the great 
body of Space.  I feel sure that the bond of sympathy between us will soon grow 
so strong and real that as you read these words you will feel my presence almost 
as strongly as if I was with you ‘in person.’ In creating this active connection, I 
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freely join with you in a harmonious sympathy and taking you into my presence, 
create a consequence that will allow you to grasp the ‘spirit’ of this teaching and 
receive the benefit of my thoughtforms to a degree impossible in other ‘times.’ 

I ask that you look deeply into the esoteric language and use of symbols that lie 
underneath these words and lines of text.  My use of occult symbol and language 
is designed and applied to meet your awareness where it is now and to catalyze 
new growth and mutation within your etheric body.  Be certain and assured that each 
and every aspect of this endeavor is curated and purposeful.  My intention is to create 
active and vital streams of illumined group consciousness, I am in no way 
concerned with your well-being as perceived individuals.  

Does this last sentence give you pause?  Gather for a moment, all that you are able, 
in regard to what you call your ‘life.’  Do the events and activities of your life bring 
into your conscious  local awareness the reality of our group endeavor, group 
interaction and of our group consciousness? Can you imagine what this means? 
Are you sleeping peacefully in the great illusion of separation?  If so, and you have 
found your way here, bring together what cognitive resources you are able as the 
portal onto The Path can be difficult and disorienting. 

Your steps on The Path will require courage, commitment, dedication, and an 
unwavering resolve while actively cultivating disspassion and detachment from the 
sticky elemental energies still so prominent in the lower worlds of the human 
kingdom.  Even with this simple statement some stress can be sensed as little 
tremors that echo through the fabric of our genetic mind.  It may as of yet be 
unclear why dispassion  is so vital to the training of a mage and I sense that the 
meaning of this remains fundamentally esoteric to many who have gathered here 
today.  

To begin this training I ask that you have patience.  Many things which at first 
appear dark will clarify in the enlightened activity of our group endeavor.  I ask 
that you bring your full attention to this training and that you carefully examine your 
uprising reactions, responses and their underlying intentions.   Accept as truth only that 
which you can prove for yourself in your direct experience , as no truth is truth until 
it can be proven in the laboratory of our own experiments.  Yet, I also ask you to 
consider that before a truth may be so proven we must develop and unfold the 
necessary instruments and sensory capabilities required to consciously perceive it. 
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Accept nothing as final until you have proven it; but, if you are wise, you will 
profit by the advice and experience of those who have gone before.  All beings 
must learn through their experience, but we may also serve each other as pointers 
of the way.  At each stage of the journey it will be found that those who have 
progressed a little further on the way have left signs and marks and guideposts for 
those who follow. The wise will take advantage of these signs. I do not ask for 
blind faith, but only for your confidence and your attention until you are able to 
demonstrate for yourself the truths I am passing on to you, as they were passed on 
to me, by those who went before... 

 

Now, let us begin… 
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Chapter 1 - White Magic         

In the Spiral of Life all ends are beginnings 

 

To begin our training we might first attempt a working definition to the inquiry 
‘what is a White Magician.’  Let us assign a working construct and expand upon it 
only as we are able to profit and make definite application of our greater 
inclusivity.  For now consider the following:  

A White Magician is a platform of sentiency whose energetic structure is characterized by its 
potency of alignment and thus its established harmonics & energetic potentials.  This 
platform of sentiency has succeeded, at long last, in conjoining, into an integrated unity, all 
available sensory streams into the Light of the Soul and is thus become realized or identified 
as an active sphere of illumined, pristine, enlightened Awareness. 

I would ask all gathered here today to make careful note of the words ‘platform of 
sentiency.’  What do you suppose this means?  We are entering upon a course of 
study wherein the entire tendency will be to throw the student back upon 
themself, and thus upon that larger self which has only, in most cases, made its 
presence felt at rare and highly emotional intervals. When the true self is known 
and not simply felt and when the realisation is mental as well as sensory, then 
truly can the aspirant be prepared for initiation into the ranks of the Magi. 

I would like to point out that I am basing my words upon certain basic 
assumptions, which for the sake of clarity, I want to briefly state. 

Firstly, that those gathered here and reading these words are sincere in aspiration, 
and are determined to go forward no matter what may be the reaction of and upon 
the triune forces of the ‘lower self.’ Only those who can clearly differentiate 
between the two aspects of their nature, the real self and the illusory self, can 
undertake this work with intelligence.  

Secondly, I am acting upon the assumption that all students have lived long 
enough and battled sufficiently with the ‘deterrent forces of life’ to have enabled 
the development of a true sense of values.  I assume that all gathered here today 
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are within an active endeavor to live as those who know something of the true 
eternal values of the Soul.  

I continue with the assumption that you will not be kept back by any ‘happenings’ 
to the personality or by the pressure of time and circumstance, by age or physical 
disability. I expect that each of you  have wisely learnt that enthusiastic rushing 
forward and a violent energetic progress has its drawbacks, and that a steady, 
regular, persistent endeavour will carry our group activities further in the long 
run.  It is the tortoise and not the hare that arrives first at the goal, though both 
achieve eventually. 

Thirdly, I assume that those who set themselves seriously to benefit by this 
training are prepared to carry out the simple requirements and commitments that 
the training provides:  to consider what is thoughtfully introduced and to 
consciously attempt to organise our minds and adhere to our group work on the 
Path.  

The organising and application of mind is an all-day affair.  This training seeks to 
make the idea of mindfulness a constant reality  throughout our daily avocations.  This 
serves to make study and meditation periods fruitful and bring about fitness for the 
vocation of a white magician.  

With these assumptions clearly understood, my words are for those who are seeking 
to measure up to the need for trained servers. I say not, you note, those who measure 
up. Intention and effort are considered to be of prime importance, and are the two 
main requisites for all disciples, initiates and masters, plus the power of 
persistence. 

In our consideration of these guidelines, I am not so much interested in  their 
application to the magical work itself as in training the magician, and in 
developing them from the standpoint of their own character. Later we may get 
down to the application of knowledge to the outer manifestation of world forces, 
but now our objective is something different; I seek to interest the minds and 
brains (and therefore the lower self) of students in what might be called ‘the 
higher self,’ thereby keying up your mental interest so that sufficient impetus is 
generated to enable you to go forward and equip you to handle your own portion 
of our group endeavor. 
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Also, let it not be forgotten that once the magic of the soul is grasped by the 
personality, that soul steadily dominates and can be trusted to carry forward the 
training to fruition, unhampered by thoughts of time and space, and by an 
ignorance of the past career of the soul concerned. It should always be borne in 
mind that, when dealing with individuals, the work required is twofold: 

1. To teach them how to link up the personal lower self with the 
overshadowing soul so that in the physical brain there is an assured 
consciousness as to the reality of this divine fact. This knowledge renders 
the hitherto assumed reality of the three worlds futile to attract and hold, 
and is the first step, out of the fourth, into the fifth kingdom. 

2. To give such practical instruction as will enable the student to— 

a. Understand one’s own nature. This involves some knowledge of the 
teaching of the past, as to the constitution of man and an appreciation 
of the interpretations of modern Eastern and Western investigators. 

b. Control the forces of one’s own nature and learn something of the 
forces with which one is surrounded. 

c. Enable the unfoldment of innate latent potential so you can be 
trusted to handle your own specific part of our group responsibilities, 
to stand on your own feet, to handle your own life lessons with skill 
and equipoise, with skillful means and wisdom and to become filled 
with a fierce and fiery aspiration such that your fitness is recognized 
and you take your place a ready, active and conscious worker in the 
great Plan of Love and Light.  From this point recognized in the great 
plan of evolution as a white magician and as one of that band of 
consecrated disciples whom we call the "Hierarchy of Light." 

 

I would like in this first consideration of our subject to enumerate briefly the facts 
so as to demonstrate to the aspirant how much is given for consideration and 
helping if one knows how to read and ponder upon that which is read.  This brief 
exegesis gives the following statements, consider them earnestly: 

1. The white magician is one who is in touch with the soul. 
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2. They are receptive to and aware of the purpose and the plan of the soul. 

3. They are capable of receiving impressions from the realm of spirit and of 
registering them in the physical brain. 

4. It is stated also that white magic— 

a. Works from above downwards. 

b. Is the result of solar vibration, and therefore of Egoic energy. 

c. Is not an effect of the vibration of the form side of life, being 
divorced from emotion and mental impulse. 

5. The downflow of energy from the soul is the result of 

a. Constant internal re-collectedness. 

b. Concentrated one-pointed communication by the soul with the 
mind and the brain. 

c. Steady meditation upon the plan of evolution. 

6. The soul is, therefore, in deep meditation during the whole cycle of 
physical incarnation, which is all that concerns the student here. 

7. This meditation is rhythmic and cyclic in nature as is all else in the 
cosmos. The soul breathes and its form lives thereby. 

8. When the communication between the soul and its instrument is 
conscious and steady, the man becomes a white magician. 

9. Therefore workers in white magic are invariably, and through the very 
nature of things, advanced aspects  of the Human Kingdom, for it often takes 
many life cycles to fully train a magician. 

10. The soul dominates its form through the medium of the sutratma or life 
thread, and (through it) vitalises its triple instrument (mental, emotional 
and physical) and thus sets up a communication with the brain. Through 
the brain, consciously controlled, the man is galvanised into intelligent 
activity on the physical plane. 
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The above is a brief analysis of the first rule for magic and I would like to suggest 
that in the future as the students meditate on the rules that they make such an 
analysis themselves. If they do this during their consideration of each rule they 
will approach the whole matter with greater interest and knowledge. They will also 
save themselves much looking back and reference. 

It will be seen from a consideration of the above analysis that a very clear 
summation is given and that the student is started in their study of magic with a 
brief understanding of the past situation, one’s equipment and the method of 
approach. Let us realize from the start the simplicity of the idea intended to be 
conveyed by my remarks. Just as in the past the instrument and its relation to the 
outer world has been the paramount fact in the experience of the spiritual man, so 
now it is possible for a readjustment to take place wherein the outstanding fact 
will be the spiritual man, the solar angel or soul. It will also be realised that one’s 
relationship (through the form side) will be to the inner as well as the outer 
worlds.  

Thus far in the development of the average aspects of humanity, man has included 
in their relation only the form side of the field of average human evolution.  He 
has used it and been dominated by it. She has also suffered from it and 
consequently in time revolted, through utter satiety, from all that pertains to the 
material world. Dissatisfaction, disgust, distaste, and a deep fatigue are 
characteristic very frequently of those who are on the verge of discipleship. For 
what is a disciple? They are one  who seeks to learn a new rhythm, to enter a new 
field of experience, and to follow the steps of that advanced humanity who have 
trodden ahead on the path, leading from darkness to light, from the unreal to the 
real and from death to immortality. They have tasted the joys of life in the world 
of illusion and have learnt their powerlessness to satisfy and hold.  Now, in a state 
of transition between the new and the old, vibrating between the condition of soul 
awareness and form awareness - "seeing double" they must undertake the process 
of actualizing parallel perception. 

Spiritual perception grows slowly and surely as the brain becomes capable of 
illumination from the soul, via the mind. As the intuition develops, the radius of 
awareness grows and new fields of knowledge unfold. 
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The first field of knowledge receiving illumination might be described as 
comprising the totality of forms to be found in the three worlds of human 
endeavour, etheric, astral and mental. 

The would-be disciple, through this process, becomes aware of their lower nature 
and begins to realize the extent of their imprisonment and (as Patanjali puts it) 
"the modifications of the versatile psychic nature." The hindrances to achievement 
and the obstacles to progress are revealed and unconscious problems become 
specific.  An analogy to this can be seen from the position in which Arjuna found 
himself, confronted by enemies who are those of his own household, confused as 
to his duty and discouraged as he seeks to balance himself between the pairs of 
opposites.  

Our prayer, when so vexed, should then be the famous prayer of India, uttered by 
the heart, comprehended by the head, and supplemented by an ardent life of 
service to humanity: 

 

"Unveil to us the face of the true spiritual sun, 

Hidden by a disk of golden light,  

That we may know the truth and do our whole duty 

As we journey to Thy sacred feet." 

 

As you persevere and struggle, surmount your problems and bring your thoughts 
and desires under control, the second field of knowledge is revealed—knowledge 
of the self in the spiritual body, knowledge of the Ego as it expresses itself 
through the medium of the causal body, the Karana Sarira, and awareness of that 
source of spiritual energy which is the motivating impulse behind the lower 
manifestation. The "disk of golden light" is pierced; the true sun is seen; the path 
is found and the aspirant struggles forward into ever clearer light.  

As the knowledge of the self and as the consciousness of that which the self sees, 
hears, knows and contacts is stabilized, the Master is found; your group of 
disciples is contacted; the plan for the immediate share of work you must assume 
is realized and gradually worked out on the physical plane. Thus the activity of the 
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lower nature decreases, and the man little by little enters into conscious contact 
with his Master and his group. But this follows upon the "lighting of the 
lamp"—the aligning of the lower and higher and the downflow of illumination to 
the brain. 

It is essential that these points should be grasped and studied by all aspirants so 
that they may take the needed steps and develop the desired capacity of 
Awareness. Until this is done, the Master, no matter how willing they may be, is 
powerless, and can take no steps to make admittance into their group, thus making 
the student an outpost of their consciousness. Every step of the way has to be 
carried out by the student themself, and there is no short or easy road out of 
darkness into light. 

There is an esoteric catechism that I’d like to give all students for study and 
preparation.  My recommendation is that you memorize it completely and reflect 
upon it frequently throughout the daily avocations.  As is the case with the 
entirety of this endeavor, the use of literary symbol is intentional, each word is 
chosen to evoke response and to directly challenge the local forces for sovereignty. 
Special attention to the last stanza and its application into one’s daily life is of 
special importance at this point in our training.  

 

Disciple 

What seest thou, 0 Pilgrim? Lift up thine eyes and tell what thou beholdest. 

 

Pilgrim 

I see a ladder, mounting within the vault of blue, its feet lost sight of in the mists 
and fogs that circle round our planet. 

 

Disciple 

Where standest thou, 0 Pilgrim? On what are placed thy feet? 

 

Pilgrim 
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I stand upon a portion of the ladder, the fourth division well nigh mounted; its 
latter part stretches before me into the darkness of a stormy night. Beyond that 
sphere of utter gloom I see the ladder rise again, radiant and glowing in its fifth 
division. 

Disciple 

What marks those portions which you thus describe as separated from another 
part? Do not all form but one completed ladder of clearly marked proportions? 

 

Pilgrim 

Always a gap appeareth to the eye, which (when approached more closely) 
resolveth then itself into a Cross, by which one mounteth to the next division. 

 

Disciple 

What causeth then the Cross? How mount you by its aid? 

 

Pilgrim 

The Cross is formed by aspirations, instilled by Godlike urge, which cut athwart 
the lower world desires, implanted by the life developed from below. 

 

Disciple 

Explain more clearly what you mean, and how that Cross becomes the Way. 

 

Pilgrim 

The arms that form the Cross become the great dividing line, placed twixt the 
lower and the higher. Upon those arms the hands are nailed, - the hands that 
grasp and hold, ministering to the lower needs, trained thus through many aeons. 
Lo, when the hands are helpless held, and cannot grasp and hold, the inner life 
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slips from its sheath, mounting the limb upright. It passeth from the lower fourth, 
and the Cross doth bridge the gap. 

 

Disciple 

Pass they with ease that mount that limb, and leave the fourth behind? 

 

Pilgrim 

They pass through tears, through clouds and mists; they suffer and they die. They 
bid adieu to all earth's friends; they mount the Way alone; they bridge the gap 
with loving deeds done in the pain of living; they lift one hand aloft to him who 
standeth just above; they lean one downward to the man who standeth next below. 
The hands, freed from the transverse arms, are freed but to be held. Only the 
empty nail-marked hands can keep the chain complete. 

 

Disciple 

Where ends the ladder's length? What point of gloom is pierced by it and where 
projects its end? 

 

Pilgrim 

It cuts the crystallizing sphere with all its myriad forms; it pierces through the 
watery plane, washed by the swirling tides; it passes through the nethermost hell, 
down into densest maya, and ends within the latent fire, the molten lake of 
fiercest burning, touching the denizens of fire, the Agnichaitans of the scarlet 
heat. 

 

Disciple 

Where mounts the ladder's length? Where is its consummation? 
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Pilgrim 

It mounteth through the radiant spheres, through all their six divisions. It riseth to 
the mighty Seat within the final fifth, and passeth from that mighty Seat to yet 
another greater. 

Disciple 

Who sits upon that mighty Seat within the final fifth? 

 

Pilgrim 

He with the Name we mention not, save in utter adoration; the Youth of Endless 
Summers, the Light of Life Itself, the Wondrous One, the Ancient One, Lord of 
Venusian Love, the great Kumara with the Flaming Sword, the Peace of all the 
Earth. 

 

Disciple 

Sits he alone, this Wondrous One, upon his Sapphire Throne? 

 

Pilgrim 

He sits alone, yet close upon the rainbow steps there stand three other Lords, 
garnering the product of their work and sacrificing all their gain to aid the Lord of 
Love. 

 

Disciple 

Are they assisted in their work? Do other Ones of greater powers than ours stand 
too upon the ladder? 

 

Pilgrim 

These mighty Four, Action and Love, in wise cooperation work with their Brothers 
of a lesser grade, the three Great Lords we know. 
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Disciple 

Who aid these mighty Lords? Who carry on their work, linking the lower with the 
higher? 

Pilgrim 

The Brothers of Logoic Love in all their many grades. They stay within the final 
fifth till it absorbeth all the fourth. 

 

Disciple 

Where mounts the ladder then? 

 

Pilgrim 

To the greatest Lord of all, before whom e'en that Ancient One bends in obeisance 
low; before whose throne of effulgent light Angels of highest rank, Masters and 
Lords of uttermost compassion, prostrate themselves and humbly bend, waiting 
the Word to rise. 

 

Disciple 

When sounds that Word and what transpires when it echoes through the spheres? 

 

Pilgrim 

That Word sounds not till all is done, until the Lord of endless love deemeth the 
work correct. He uttereth then a lesser Word that vibrateth through the scheme. 
The greater Lord of cosmic Love, hearing the circling sound, addeth completion to 
the chord, and breathest forth the whole. 

 

Disciple 

What will be seen, 0 Pilgrim on the Way, when sounds that final chord? 
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Pilgrim 

The music of the endless spheres, the merging of the seven; the end of tears, of 
sin, of strife, the shattering of forms; the finish of the ladder, the blending in the 
All, completion of the circling spheres and their entry into peace. 

 

Disciple 

What part, O Pilgrim on the Way, play you within this scheme? How will you 
enter into peace? How stand you before your Lord? 

 

Pilgrim 

I play my part with stern resolve, with earnest aspiration; I look above, I help 
below; I dream not, nor I rest; I toil; I serve; I reap; I pray; I am the Cross; I am the 
Way; I tread upon the work I do; I mount upon my slain self; I kill desire, and I 
strive, forgetting all reward. I forego peace; I forfeit rest, and in the stress of pain I 
lose myself and find Myself and enter into peace. 
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Chapter 2 - Meditation, Service, Sacrifice           

Those who wish to rule must first learn how to serve 

 

There are three primary layers to the training of a white magician - these layers 
may be referred to as Thunderous Clarity, Dynamic Fusion and Artful Service. 
The first layer, Thunderous Clarity, is focused on the transmutation of unconscious 
energies and forces into consciously aligned, active and integrated lines of 
enlightened substance.    The second layer is the fusion of this integration into 
hierarchical sympathies.  The third layer involves consciously and skillfully applied 
creative endeavor within the Human Kingdom. 

Let us begin with Thunderous Clarity.  Take the following into careful 
consideration.  Your true, cognitive nature  may be exemplified as a changeless and 
empty mirror of Pure Awareness.  This mirror is located in the center of the 
crown chakra which, from a certain point of view, may be said to be located a 
short distance above the top of your head.   All phenomena  (can you imagine what 
this encompasses) appear as reflections in this mirror, including the fictional 
sense of a local self.  Pause here a moment and brood on the scope of these 
statements. 

These phenomenal reflections arise and appear and are ‘known’ within the 
unchanging Mirror of Awareness, which is ‘your’ true and unchanging Divinity .  All 
phenomena appearing whether as thoughts, mind-images, memories, perceptions, 
emotions, feelings, sensations (all of which are illusions connected to the varied 
identities of the Grand Man), arise from within the mirror as the mirror’s own 
subconscious potentials unfolding into knowing awareness, but never actually 
become real.  Despite their lack of substance, each of them qualitatively testifies to 
their inherent Divine or Buddha Nature. 

There is only a single Mirror of Awareness , not one for each body and mind (aspect) in 
Universal Manifestation.  Likewise all experience is unfolding from the same 
cognitive Source.  External phenomena like photons and electrons, radio waves 
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and sound waves exist as the Mirror’s subconscious potentials (the quantum field 
of subconscious information) which unfold as conscious sensory perceptions 
within Universal Awareness and expressed as the vitalizing and animating 
energies of the Life Aspect.  There is no actual separation between the empty 
mirror and it’s reflections.  There is no separated self experiencing ‘the world.’ 
There is no this and that.  There is no ‘you.’  Duality is the ground of the great 
Illusion.  There is just Life expressing Itself, as Itself, in Itself, now and forever. 
There is infinite diversity and profound unique expression, yet this diversity and 
uniqueness is ever the eternal impression of the One Life alive and alight as and 
in all ‘things.’  From this point of view the world of the ten thousand things ceases 
to captivate and Awareness is free to appreciate each and every aspect of Itself, 
however it is arising.  

These are the roots of this training.  As a group we shall grow by finding the 
reservoir of the soul's nourishment; we shall discover that  source of strength to 
be found in group teaching and in group endeavor. We are training human beings 
to live as souls and not as children to be nursed and cared for in a protected 
nursery run by rules and orders. As souls, human beings derive their life from the 
ocean of the universal, and not from the tiny well of the particular. Each carrying 
our little pitchers, we shall find our way to that ocean, and for ourselves draw into 
that receptacle that which is needed. In the light of our own intuition and 
illumined mind (developed and brought to usefulness through meditation) take 
that aspect of this teaching which suits and aids you, and interpret it in the light 
of your own need and growth. 

The developing of virtues, the cultivation of conscious  understanding, the 
demonstration of good character and high aims, and the expression of an ethical 
and moral point of view are all necessary fundamentals, preceding certain definite 
experiences which usher the soul into worlds of realization which are so far 
removed from our present point of view that any definition at this point would be 
meaningless. What we are engaged in is the development of those qualities and 
virtues which will "clear the vision and open the eye", because they produce the 
purification of the vehicles so that the real significance of divinity can begin to 
emerge in our consciousness and our attitudes, thus manifesting a radiant beacon 
of luminosity expressed as enlightened activity and behavior in all directions and 
dimensions. 
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For those students wishing to embark on this training I would ask that you keep 
five words in mind :  Listen.  Touch.  See.  Apply.  Know. 

For those already acquainted with the basic tenets of this training and as such are 
actively and consciously pursuing the more advanced aspects, these five words: 
Know.  Express.  Reveal.  Destroy.  Resurrect. 

You will note that the applicant eventually arrives at knowledge and begins to 
know; the disciple or the initiate starts with knowing, and through their ability to 
express esoterically that which is known is able to reveal the light, and by that 
light to destroy all illusion, glamor and maya; bringing about resurrection upon 
the physical plane - a resurrection from the death which physical plane life 
inevitably confers. 

The five words as given to the aspirant are indeed relatively simple. Most aspirants 
understand their meaning to a certain extent. They know that the listening 
mentioned has naught to do with the sense of physical hearing, and that the touch 
to be developed has reference to sensitivity and not the sensory perception of the 
physical vehicle. They know likewise that the sight to be cultivated is the power to 
see the beauty underlying form, to recognize the subjective divinity and to register 
also the love conveyed through the medium of symbols. The application of soul 
energy to the affairs of daily life and the establishing of those conditions which 
permit the impress of soul knowledge are the elementary lessons of the aspirant.  

The effort on the part of all aspirants should not be to resist and repel the 
pressure or to fight and ward off. Such a method centers the attention upon the 
not-self and leads to added chaos. The effort should be along the lines of an 
endeavor to make contact with the higher self, and keep it stable and steady, and 
to be in such direct alignment that the force and power of the soul may be poured 
upon and through the lower threefold nature. This pouring through will bring 
about a steady radiation which will affect the surroundings exactly in proportion 
to the extent of the inner contact, and in direct relation to the clarity of the 
channel linking the physical brain to the causal body. The aspirant should also 
strive after that self-forgetfulness which merges itself in the good of those 
contacted. This self-forgetfulness refers to the lower self. Self-recollectedness and 
self-forgetfulness should be one’s honest and true companions. 
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There are two main lines of evolution within this first Thunderous aspect of our 
training, that which concerns matter and form, and that which concerns the soul, 
the consciousness aspect, the thinker in manifestation. For each of these the path 
of progress differs and each pursues its course. As has been noted, for a long 
period of time, the soul identifies itself with the form aspect and endeavors to 
follow the "Path of Death" for that is what the dark path is in fact to the thinker. 
Later, through strenuous effort, this identification ceases; the soul becomes aware 
of itself, and of its own path, or dharma, and follows then the way of light and of 
life. It should ever be borne in mind, however, that for the two aspects their own 
path is the right path and that the impulses which lie hidden in the physical 
vehicle or in the astral body are not in themselves wrong. They became wrong 
from certain angles when twisted from their right use, and it was this realization 
that led the disciple in the Book of Job to cry out and say "I have perverted that 
which was right." The two lines of development are separate and distinct, and this 
every aspirant has to learn. 

When this is grasped, we seek to aid the evolution of our forms in two ways; first 
by refusing to identify with them, and secondly, by stimulating them with definite 
and conscious intention. 

Through the bringing in of spiritual force, we will also realize the point in 
evolution at which our brothers and sisters stand, and cease to criticise them for 
what may seem, from a local point of view as ‘wrong action,’ but which is for them 
the natural activity of the form during the cycle wherein form and soul are 
identified and considered the same. 

In our next chapter, we will shed more light on this topic of matter and form, soul 
and consciousness as it is here that we must bring some greater manner of 
attention if this work is to ever bear fruit.  Yet in closing this chapter I would leave 
for group consideration the basic rules and guidelines for White Magic.  For now 
read them, consider them, be with them and let them circulate.  Remember also 
that words are but symbols that may serve as pointers and guides in the Infinite 
Expanse or World of Energy. 
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Rules of White Magic       
 

RULE ONE 

The Solar Angel collects himself, scatters not his force, but, in meditation deep, communicates              
with his reflection. 

RULE TWO 

When the shadow hath responded, in meditation deep the work proceedeth. The lower light              
is thrown upward; the greater light illuminates the three, and the work of the four proceedeth. 

RULE THREE 

The Energy circulates. The point of light, the product of the labours of the four, waxeth and                 
groweth. The myriads gather round its glowing warmth until its light recedes. Its fire grows               
dim. Then shall the second sound go forth. 

RULE FOUR 

Sound, light, vibration, and the form blend and merge, and thus the work is one. It                
proceedeth under the law, and naught can hinder now the work from going forward. The               
man breathes deeply.  He concentrates his forces, and drives the thought-form from him. 

RULE FIVE 

Three things engage the Solar Angel before the sheath created passes downward; the             
condition of the waters, the safety of the one who thus creates, and steady contemplation.               
Thus are the heart, the throat, and eye, allied for triple service. 
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RULE SIX 

The devas of the lower four feel the force when the eye opens; they are driven forth and lose                   
their master. 

RULE SEVEN 

The dual forces of the plane whereon the vital power must be sought are seen; the two paths                  
face the solar Angel; the poles vibrate.  A choice confronts the one who meditates. 

RULE EIGHT 

The Agnisuryans respond to the sound. The waters ebb and flow. Let the magician guard               
himself from drowning at the point where land and water meet. The midway spot, which is                
neither dry nor wet, must provide the standing place whereon his feet are set. When water,                
land and air meet, there is the place for magic to be wrought. 

RULE NINE 

Condensation next ensues. The fire and waters meet, the form swells and grows. Let the               
magician set his form upon the proper path. 

RULE TEN 

As the waters bathe the form created, they are absorbed and used. The form increases in its                 
strength; let the magician thus continue until the work suffices. Let the outer builders cease               
their labors then, and let the inner workers enter on their cycle. 

RULE ELEVEN 
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Three things the worker with the law must now accomplish. First, ascertain the formula              
which will confine the lives within the ensphering wall; next, pronounce the words which will               
tell them what to do and where to carry that which has been made; and finally, utter forth the                   
mystic phrase which will save him from their work. 

RULE TWELVE 

The web pulsates. It contracts and expands. Let the magician seize the midway point and               
thus release those "prisoners of the planet" whose note is right and justly tuned to that which                 
must be made. 

RULE THIRTEEN 

The magician must recognize the four; note in his work the shade of violet they evidence, and                 
thus construct the shadow. When this is so, the shadow clothes itself, and the four become                
the seven. 

RULE FOURTEEN 

The sound swells out. The hour of danger to the soul courageous draweth near. The waters                
have not hurt the white creator and naught could drown nor drench him. Danger from fire                
and flame menaces now, and dimly yet the rising smoke is seen. Let him again, after the cycle                  
of peace, call on the solar Angel. 

RULE FIFTEEN 

The fires approach the shadow, yet burn it not. The fire sheath is completed. Let the                
magician chant the words that blend the fire and water. 
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Chapter 3 - The Quantum and the Lotus               

Diamond Thunderbolt 

 

As  the infinite expanse of the Universal, all-pervasive and without duration, there 
exists  an omniscience which is both transcendent and omnipresent and henceforth 
shall be referred to as Pure Perfect Presence.  Within this Presence and arising in 
accord with the Will of Itself, are seven spheres of pure, pristine awareness. These 
spheres, being direct descendants of the first evolute, reflect the Light or Will of 
Perfection without distortion and thus seamlessly extend the Will or Light of 
Presence into denser and denser substances that are of Itself.  This is the first 
hierarchical sympathy, the first Creative Hierarchy.  

In all the worlds of form and spirit there is only One Life, that of Pure Perfect 
Presence.  In all the worlds made of varied substance, some dense, some refined 
there is only a single question being asked:  does this substance, made and shaped 
into bodies both large and small, round and flat, thick and thin reflect the light of 
Presence truthfully or does it distort the light and create a shadow. 

In the human kingdom, a kingdom that exemplifies the sentient capacity and 
development of the planet called Earth, a sphere of pristine awareness (being of 
the 4th Creative Hierarchy) is located in the center of the skull at the location of 
the pineal gland.  The glandular association is provided at this point to clarify the 
dense manifestation of the more subtle energetic reality.  The gland functions in 
relation to group integrity, is stimulated via group thought and serves to organize 
the evolute of dense substance into harmony with its hierarchical group 
sympathies.  

This sphere of pristine awareness, manifesting densely as the pineal gland, can be 
stated as the seat of a local consciousness or awareness.   It leaves the body during 
OBE’s and at death.  It also reincarnates or not, depending.  This sphere has many 
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names, but most notably in the West, it is called the Soul.  If this local 
manifestation of Light, Love and Selflessness recognizes its underlying nature as 
being identical with and identified as Pure Perfect Presence, it will be fully 
effulgent, elementally radiant, alight with primordial wisdom and free of any 
afflictions.  This is what is meant by reflecting without distortion.  

If it fails to recognize its non-dual nature as Pure Perfect Presence, due to the 
substance of the ‘local body’ being too dense to reflect the light without distortion, 
it casts a ‘shadow’ which manifests a sense  of independent existence, followed 
immediately by the first local thought,  “I am”.  

This thought precipitates an energetic contraction into self-centered consciousness 
by formalizing a new point of attention on the surface of the sphere.  This 
contracting force, manifested from within the local sphere of pristine awareness, 
gathers together various units of energy from the 4 abstract elements of Light, 
Dark, Gravity and Time and the 4 substantive elements of Fire, Earth, Air(Metal) 
and Water to form an etheric body.  In this body (which may be the size of a 
molecule, a plant, an animal, a human, a planet, a star, a galaxy, etc.) it undergoes 
various lessons (driven by the Law of Karma) some of which are conscious and 
many that remain unconscious.  From these lessons the soul, this sphere of 
pristine awareness, either gains sufficient elemental alignment to approach, at first 
unconsciously, then with definite conscious at-tension, the great portals of 
initiation or not.  

This process is called the path of pain, of living and dying, the wheel of life and 
death.  Unconscious fixation at some single point of attention on the surface of 
the sphere of pristine awareness is characterized by a consciousness or inner mind 
of thought energy which appears like holographic clouds - these clouds are 
comprised of images, thoughts, feelings, sensations, emotions, memories, colors, 
sounds etc.  This mind also includes dream content and daydreams.  However, 
none of the contents of this fixation influence or condition the sphere of pristine 
awareness, anymore than reflections influence a mirror.  This fixation results in 
the consideration that subjectively perceived phenomena are “other” than itself 
and while this distortion exists shadows and demons seem to prowl and roam.  This is 
reflecting the light with distortion. 
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If thinking ceases, (can you imagine what is meant by this) the mind vanishes 
along with its “I am” thought construct;  leaving the pristine sphere of awareness 
in its original state - infinite, crystal clear, unbound, empty and eternal.  In this 
case, the pristine sphere of awareness will be pervaded by its own wisdom insights 
and sense of utter transparency.  This is the path from Intellect to Intuition.  It 
may now “rest” in perfect non-dual equipoise gracefully balanced between being a 
localized presence while simultaneously being identified as the non-local field of 
Pure Perfection.  

So, the time has come to see what you are made of.  To make the journey from 
darkness to light, from the unreal to the real, and from death to immortality.  

 

Can you enter into the moment without any reservation?  

 

Can you focus your mind?  

 

Can you summon your power?  

  

Come, we shall soon see. 
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Chapter 4 - The Science of Effective Energy               

Esoteric Astrology - Three Basic Statements 

 
Before we begin our formal conversation and outline the basic statements of our 
work for group consideration I’d like to pause and ask each of you to consider the 
following: 
 
The time has not been ripe for the manifestation of the true esoteric schools. 
Humanity has not been ready.  This is an occult statement of fact and I’d ask you 
to consider what is esoterically implied.  Today, however, there are enough 
intelligent men and women to warrant the forming of the more advanced schools 
of training. These will lay the foundation of those future schools which will - 
under the Law of Evolution - make their appearance. Esoteric schools are no 
exception to the evolutionary process and ever appear in response to humanity’s 
demand and when the mental development requires them. The next seventy years 
will see the founding of the new schools. Those now functioning can begin to 
clean house, relinquish non-essentials and isolate the truths which are really 
occult and thus vision clearly the goal of esoteric training. This they have not yet 
done. The discipline to which the neophyte in the future should subject themself 
must be understood and the right techniques imparted; all this will have to be 
shifted to a higher level than at present. The teaching must be divorced from its 
present theological trend and autocratic pronouncements. Of these dogmatic 
utterances, the many occult schools, the inner schools and the various esoteric 
sections have been disastrously guilty. 
 
Teachers are appearing who have a true understanding of the spiritual nature of 
authority.  This will not be based upon claim-making and mystery but upon a life 
lived in accordance with the highest ideals, and upon the presentation of a teaching 
which will evoke both the respect and the intuitive response of the disciple. The 
teacher of the future will simply point the Way, tread the Way with the disciple , and 
emphasise the ancient rules but with their new interpretations.   They will no 
longer stand (as they frequently do today) ‘between the group and the light or 
between the aspirant and the Master.’ 
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The words "esoteric" and " occult" signify "that which is hidden"; they indicate 
that which lies behind the outer seeming and point to the causes which produce 
appearance and effects; they are concerned with the subtler world of energies and 
forces which all outer forms veil and hide.  They deal with that which must be 
known before the initiate consciousness can be developed. 
 
Emphasis in the past has been upon subjective but nevertheless material forces 
(hidden within the human being), and frequently upon the psychic powers, such 
as clairvoyance and clairaudience which man shares in common with the animal 
kingdom. Physical purity has been enormously emphasised in the old schools and 
concerns the cleansing of the forms through which the soul (a word describing 
the synthetic conscious principle) must manifest. This cleansing is not esoteric in 
nature and is no sign of esoteric or of spiritual unfoldment. It is only a most 
necessary preliminary stage; until this purification has been undertaken, more 
advanced work is not possible.  
 
The physical disciplines are needed and useful, and must find their place in all 
schools for beginners.   By their means the neophyte establishes habits of purity 
and builds the type of body, required by the disciple when they start true esoteric 
work.  This elementary training enables the neophyte to shift one’s consciousness 
out of the tangible world of daily living into the subtler worlds of the personality 
forces. One becomes aware of the energies with which they must deal and dimly 
senses that which lies behind them - the soul in its own world, the Kingdom of 
Light and Life. 
 
An esoteric school is one in which the relation of the soul, the spiritual man, to 
the personality is taught. It is the major line of approach for the student, and soul 
contact becomes his first great endeavour. One comes to know oneself and 
struggles to work as a conscious soul and not just as an active personality. One 
learns to control and direct the lower nature through a technical understanding of 
its constitution and to pour through it the light, love and power of the soul. 
Through alignment, concentration and meditation, one establishes a permanent 
contact with one’s inner spiritual being and is then well on the way to become a 
useful server of humanity - a white magician. 
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An esoteric school is an extension into the physical outer world of the inner group 
or Ashram of a Master. Just as the individual disciple is taught to regard oneself as 
a channel for the soul, and as an outpost of the consciousness of the Master, so 
the true esoteric school is the outpost of some subjective spiritual group or 
Ashram, conditioned and impressed by the Master, as the disciple is by the soul. 
Such a group is, therefore, in direct relationship to the Hierarchy of Light. 
 
A true esoteric school works on four levels of service and of experience. This 
enables the disciple to make a complete approach to humanity and to use all of 
one’s equipment. In the true spiritual schools, as approved and endorsed by the 
Masters, service to humanity is taught and not the need for the disciple to be in 
touch with a Master, as is the case in the majority of esoteric schools of the old 
order. Contact with the Master is contingent upon the measure and the quality of 
the service rendered by the disciple to one’s fellow humanity. This is a point oft 
overlooked by teachers, who lay the emphasis upon the personal attainment of the 
individual and upon individual perfection. The new schools, now forming, are 
preoccupied with training human units to meet world need and to serve spiritually, 
upon the following four levels of conscious activity: 
 

a. That of the outer world. The disciple is taught to live normally, practically, 
effectively and spiritually in the everyday world. One is never a freak or a 
crank.  There is no need to stand above, or apart from one’s fellow 
humanity. 
 
b. That of the world of meaning. The disciple is taught the why and the 
wherefore of circumstances and happenings - both individual and universal. 
One is thus trained to act as an interpreter of events and to function as a 
light bearer. 

 
c. That of the soul in its own world. This makes the disciple a channel for 
divine love, for the nature of the soul is love. From this one heals and 
carries inspiration into the dense physical world. 
 
d. That of his Master's Ashram or group. One is taught to co-operate with 
the hierarchical plan as it is gradually revealed and to arrive at the 
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knowledge which will permit one to direct some of the energies producing 
world happenings. One thus carries out the purposes of the inner group 
with which one is affiliated. Under the inspiration of the Master and His 
band of working disciples and initiates, one brings to humanity definite 
knowledge about the Hierarchy and the inherent sympathies pervasive 
through the Hierarchy of Light. 
 

An esoteric school trains the disciple in group work. One learns to relinquish 
personality plans in the interest of group purpose ever directed to the service of 
humanity and the Hierarchy. One becomes merged in group activities and losing 
none of his individualised and particularised identity one is a dedicated 
contributor to the Plan, with no thought of the separated self-conditioning the 
local thinking platform. 
 
An esoteric school is not founded upon authority or on the demand of some 
teacher for recognition and obedience. It is not based on the claims of some 
usually mediocre person to be an initiate and, because of perceived status, 
authorised to speak with dogmatic emphasis. The only authority recognised is that of 
truth itself, intuitively perceived and then subjected to the mental analysis and interpretation 
of the disciple.  The disciple who (working under some one of the 
Masters) starts an esoteric school has absolutely no authority, except that of a life 
lived as close to the truth as possible, plus the measure of truth which they can 
present to the group. The obedience developed in the group of students is that of 
recognising joint responsibility, united loyalty to group intention and purpose, as 
indicated by the group leader (suggested, not presented as a command). The 
presence of authoritative statements, emanating from the teacher of the group, or 
any demand for recognition, or for the unquestioning obedience and loyalty only 
marks them as a beginner and as simply an aspirant well-meaning and with good 
intention.  
 
An esoteric group is one in which the rounded-out development of the disciple 
receives attention. Character-building and unselfish aspiration are regarded as 
necessarily present, but no great emphasis is laid upon the ordinary virtues, or 
upon purity in the outer life, or on kindness, good temper and freedom from 
self-assertion. These qualities are regarded as basic essentials and as present in 
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some measure, but their further development is regarded as the personal problem 
of the disciple and not that of the teacher and the group. Mental development is 
emphasised in order that the disciple may be intelligent, analytical (but not 
critical) and in possession of a rich, well-organised mental equipment. The head 
and the heart are regarded as of equal importance and as equally divine. It is with 
the states of consciousness of men everywhere, of all ranks. races and nations that 
the Hierarchy works, and disciples are trained to work the same way, eventually 
themselves becoming Masters of the Wisdom. This they achieve by mastering all 
difficulties and obstacles by the power of their own souls. They thus release some 
Master, now active in the world, for higher and different work. 
 
An esoteric school is, therefore, a medium through which the disciple's life-focus 
becomes that of the soul; neither the physical world, nor the emotional and mental 
worlds are the major sphere of one’s activities. They are simply the field of service, 
and the integrated personality becomes that  through which the soul serves.  
 
The disciple learns to work entirely from spiritual levels, and one’s consciousness 
is stably centred in the soul and in the Master's Ashram. The esoteric school 
teaches how to achieve this. How to make contact with the soul.  How to live as a soul. 
How to recognise a Master and how to work in a Master's group.  One learns the 
techniques whereby one can register impressions from the Master and be 
responsive to group intent and thus become increasingly sensitive to the Plan with 
which his Master and the Ashram are pledged to co-operate.  One is taught how 
to play one’s part in raising the consciousness of the human kingdom.   This one 
does through a conscious, direct use of the trained mind. Through a controlled 
emotional nature and a responsive brain. One becomes proficient in playing the 
difficult, dual role of the disciple. This is to live as a soul in the life of every day 
and to work consciously in relation to the Hierarchy of Light. 
 
There are many other definitions of an esoteric school but I have chosen the 
simpler of them, and the ones which must be first grasped if right progress is to 
be made. Step by step the disciple is led forward along the Path until the time 
comes when they are ready for those great unfoldments of consciousness which 
we call "Initiations." One then begins consciously to tread the Path of Initiation 
with which the esoteric schools of the future will familiarise the general public. 
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With that being said, let’s return to our three basic statements regarding the 
Science of Astrology - which may also be thought of as the science of 
differentiation.  The statement is frequently made that astrology is an exact 
science but that is far from correct in spite of the many mathematical 
computations. Astrology is based, curiously enough, upon illusion for, as you may 
know, the zodiac is naught but the imaginary path of the sun through the heavens, 
and this as it appears from the standpoint of our totally insignificant planet. The 
sun is not, as stated, in any sign of the zodiac. It simply appears to be so as it 
passes between our little sphere, the Earth, and the constellations at any particular 
time or season. 
 
In ancient days it was believed that the earth was the centre of the solar system 
and that around it revolved the sun and all the other planets. This was the exoteric 
knowledge and position, though not the esoteric understanding. Later, when 
further discoveries brought more light to the human mind, our planet was 
decentralised and the truth was more clearly seen, though much remains as yet to 
be discovered and may even be of as revolutionary a nature.  
 
From certain astrological angles, a similar process of decentralisation must take 
place and the solar system must no longer be regarded as a point around which 
the zodiac revolves or through which the sun passes in its great cycle of 
approximately 25,000 years. Astrologers with insight may deny that this is the 
commonly accepted attitude. Yet—for purposes of clarity and in connection with 
the general public—the inference is permitted and accepted by the ignorant. Upon 
this theory anent the zodiac rests very largely what we call the Great Illusion, and 
I would have you bear this in mind as you study with me the newer approaches of 
this greatest and oldest of all the sciences.  Astrology is a science which must be 
restored to its original beauty and truth before the world can gain a truer 
perspective and a more just and accurate appreciation of the divine Plan, as it is 
expressed at this time through the Wisdom of the Ages. 

 
The second statement which I would make is that astrology is essentially the 
purest presentation of occult truth in the world at this time, because it is the science 
which deals with those conditioning and governing energies and forces which play through 
and upon the whole field of space and all that is found within that field. When this fact is 
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grasped and the sources of those energies are better comprehended and the 
nature of the field of space is correctly understood, we shall then see a far wider 
and at the same time a more closely related horizon; the relationships between 
individual, planetary, systemic and cosmic entities will be grasped, and we shall 
then begin to live scientifically. It is this scientific living which is the immediate 
purpose of astrology to actualize. 
 
At present, the position of the average believer in astrology is that they are an 
individual of importance (at least to themself), that they are living on that 
important planet, the Earth (important to humanity), and that, through astrology, 
they can discover their destiny and ‘know what they ought to do.’ In making this 
comment, I do not refer to those few astrologers who possess real esoteric 
knowledge. They are few in number indeed, and only a handful of them are to be 
found practising at this time. The modern investigator likes to believe that on 
them impinge and through them flow all those energies which come from the sign 
in which the sun "finds" itself at the time of birth. One regards oneself also as 
responsive to the forces of the various planets as they govern the houses in one’s 
horoscope and one believes that one’s life trends and circumstances are thus 
determined. This makes one feel to be a factor of isolated importance. Modern 
interpretations fail to emphasise the importance of the rising sign (the ascendant) 
and this has been due to the fact that few have been as yet ready to function as 
souls; small allowance has been made for the energies which play upon our planet 
all the time from other constellations or from the many "hidden" planets. Of 
these, the Ageless Wisdom claims that there are around seventy in our solar 
system. 
 
I desire to give you a truer and more accurate picture. This has now become 
possible because group awareness, group relations and group integrity are coming 
to the fore in the human consciousness. As this takes place, the personality which 
is individual, separative and self-centred will recede increasingly into the 
background, and the soul, non-separative, group conscious and inclusive, will 
come more and more to the fore. Interest, therefore, in the individual horoscope 
will gradually die out, and increasingly the planetary, the systemic and the 
universal picture will stand out in the awareness of the individual; one will then 
regard oneself only as an integral part of a far more important whole and the 
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world group will interest far more than projected forces that comprise the local 
self-structure.  
 
I shall not, therefore, deal with the subject of esoteric astrology from the 
standpoint of the horoscope at all. Universal relationships, the interplay of 
energies, the nature of what lies behind the Great Illusion , the deluding "Appearances 
of things as they are," and the destiny of our planet, of the kingdoms in nature 
and of humanity as a whole—these will constitute the major part of our theme 
together.  
 
It is immaterial to me whether modern astrologers accept or reject these presented 
ideas. I will endeavour to give you certain facts as the Hierarchy recognises them; I 
will indicate, if I can, the subjective realities of which the outer illusion is but the 
phenomenal appearance, conditioned by men's thoughts throughout the ages; I 
will emphasise the fact of the livingness of the Sources from which all the 
energies and forces which play upon our planet flow and emanate; I will 
endeavour, above all else, to demonstrate to you that all-pervading unity and that 
underlying synthesis which is the basis of all religions and of all the many 
transmitted forces; I will seek to remove you, as individuals, from out of the centre of your 
own stage and consciousness and—without depriving you of individuality and of 
self-identity—show you how you are part of a greater whole of which you can become 
consciously aware when you can function as souls, but of which many of you, are today, 
unconscious, or at least only registering and sensing the inner reality in which 
you live and move and have your being. 
 
This brings me to the third statement, which is so basic and fundamental that I 
would ask you to pause and contemplate it, even though you may not grasp its full 
implications as of yet. The Ancient Wisdom teaches that "space is an entity." It is 
with the life of this entity and with the forces and energies, the impulses and the 
rhythms, the cycles and the times and seasons that esoteric astrology deals. H.P.B. 
stated this in The Secret Doctrine. I would remind you that there is an astrological 
key to The Secret Doctrine which cannot yet be given in completeness. I can, 
however, give you some hints and suggest some lines of approach, and these, if 
carried in the consciousness of the illumined astrologers, may enable one of them 
at a later date to discover that key and then—turning it on behalf of 
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humanity—reveal the fourth great fundamental of the Ageless Wisdom of which 
three are already given in the poem of The Secret Doctrine. 
 
Space is an entity and the entire "vault of heaven" (as it has been poetically called) 
is the phenomenal  appearance of that entity. You will note that I did not say the 
material appearance, but the phenomenal appearance. Speculation about the nature, 
the history and identity of that entity is useless and of no value. Some dim idea, 
providing analogy even when eluding specifications, might be gained if you will 
endeavour to think of the human family, the fourth kingdom in nature, as an 
entity, as constituting a single unit, expressing itself through the many diversified 
forms of human.  You, as an individual, are an integral part of humanity, you seem 
to lead your own life, react to your own impressions, respond to external 
influences and impacts, and in your turn you emanate influences, send forth some 
form of character radiation and express some quality or qualities. You thereby, 
and in some measure, affect your environment and those whom you contact. Yet 
all the while you remain part of a phenomenal entity to which we give the name of 
humanity.  
 
Now extend this idea to a greater phenomenal entity, the solar system. This entity 
is itself an integral part of a still greater life which is expressing Itself through 
seven solar systems, of which ours is one. If you can grasp this idea, a vague 
picture of a great underlying esoteric truth will emerge into your consciousness. It 
is the life and the influence, the radiations and emanations of this entity, and their 
united effect on our planetary life, the kingdoms in nature and the unfolding 
human civilizations, which we shall have briefly to consider and ultimately place 
the full measure of our at-tension. 
 
The subject is so vast that I have been faced with the problem of the best method 
whereby to present it. I have chosen brevity, the concise statement of facts (facts 
to those of us who are working on the inner side of life, but which must rightly be 
only hypotheses to our larger group) and the avoidance of detail and of detailed 
discussion. We will endeavour to work from the universal to the particular and 
from the general to the specific, but our emphasis will always be on the universal 
and the general, and not upon the particular and specific. It will rest with those of 
you who are students of astrology to make due application of the truth to the 
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specific. It is definitely in this connection that modern astrology has gone astray. 
It has reversed the true and right procedure and has laid the emphasis upon the 
specific and particular, upon the personal horoscope and the individual destiny, 
and has not laid the emphasis upon the great energies and their Source. These 
sources are ultimately responsible for the manifestation of the specific. This 
position and presentation of truth must be altered and it is a large measure of this 
group's purpose to attend directly to this endeavor. 
 
In esoteric astrology we are, therefore, dealing with the Life and Lives which 
inform the "points of light" within the Universal Life. Constellations, solar 
systems, planets, kingdoms in nature and microscopic man are all of them the 
result of the activity and the manifestation of energy of certain Lives whose cycle 
of expression and whose infinite purposes lie outside the comprehension of the 
most advanced and illumined minds on this planet. 
 
The next point for each of you to grasp is the fact that the ether of space (plasma) 
is the field in and through which the energies from the many originating Sources 
interplay. We are, therefore, concerned with the etheric body of the planet, of the 
solar system, and of the seven solar systems of which our system is one, as well as 
with the general and vaster etheric body of the Universe in which we are located. 
I employ the word "located" here with deliberation and because of the inferences 
to which it leads. This vaster field, as well as the smaller and more localised fields, 
provides the medium of transmission for all the energies which play upon and 
through our solar system, our planetary spheres and all forms of life upon those 
spheres. It forms one unbroken field of activity in constant ceaseless motion—an 
eternal medium for the exchange and transmission of energies. 
 
In connection with this, and in order more correctly to understand, it will be 
useful in our studies together to start with some understanding regarding 
‘individual man.’  In this way we can arrive at a faint comprehension of the basic 
and underlying truth that I seek to impart. Students should never forget the Law 
of Analogy as an interpretive agency. Esotericism teaches (and modern science is 
rapidly arriving at the same conclusion) that underlying the physical body and its 
comprehensive and intricate system of nerves is a vital or etheric body which is 
the counterpart and the true form of the outer and tangible phenomenal aspect. It 
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is likewise the medium for the transmission of force to all parts of the human 
frame and the agent of the indwelling life and consciousness. It determines and 
conditions the physical body, for it is itself the repository and the transmitter of 
energy from the various subjective aspects of man and also from the environment 
in which man (both inner and outer man) finds himself. 
 
Two other points should here be added. First: the individual etheric body is not an 
isolated and separated human vehicle but is, in a peculiar sense, an integral part of 
the etheric body of that entity which we have called the human family; this 
kingdom in nature, through its etheric body, is an integral part of the planetary 
etheric body; the planetary etheric body is not separated off from the etheric 
bodies of other planets but all of them in their totality, along with the etheric body 
of the sun constitute the etheric body of the solar system. This is related to the 
etheric bodies of the six solar systems which, with ours, form a cosmic unity and 
into these pour energies and forces from certain great constellations. The field of 
space is etheric in nature and its vital body is composed of the totality of etheric 
bodies of all constellations, solar systems and planets which are found therein. 
Throughout this cosmic golden web there is a constant circulation of energies and 
forces and this constitutes the scientific basis of the astrological theories. Just as 
the forces of the planet and of the inner spiritual man (to mention only one factor 
among many) pour through the etheric body of the individual man upon the 
physical plane, and condition his outer expression, activities, and qualities, so do 
the varying forces of the universe pour through every part of the etheric body of 
that entity we call space and condition and determine the outer expression, the 
activities and qualities of every form found within the cosmic periphery. 
 
The second point I would make is that within the human etheric body there are to 
be found seven major force centres (there are a few derivations of this number, 
but for now, seven is still a number worth considering) which are in the nature of 
distributing agencies and electrical batteries, providing dynamic force and 
qualitative energy to the man; they produce definite effects upon his outer 
physical manifestation. Through their constant activity his quality appears, his ray 
tendencies begin to emerge and his point in evolution is clearly indicated. 
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This "control of form through a septenate of energies" (as it is defined in the Old 
Commentary) is an unalterable rule in the inner government of our universe and 
of our particular solar system, as well as in the case of individual man. There are, 
for instance, in our solar system, seven sacred planets which correspond to the 
seven individual force centres in man, the seven solar systems, of which our solar 
system is one, and in their turn the seven energy centres of the One to Whom I 
have referred as the One About Whom Naught Can Be Said. 
 
Much has been given in the occult literature of which the average astrologer 
remains profoundly unaware. It is essential that one learns to think in larger Wholes and 
to be more deeply concerned with the emanating Sources and with the eternal persistent 
Causes than with the effects of these Sources upon that ephemeral creation, a human being 
and it’s temporary existence upon a most unimportant planet. As one seeks to do this, 
one will discover for oneself the signs of the essential divinity of man—a divinity 
which is to be found in the infinite grasp of man's consciousness when illumined 
by the light of the soul and in the power to project thought into the consciousness 
of those manifold Lives Whose "energetic movements" one must perforce share 
because the local and small modicum of energy is an integral part of Theirs. 
 
There is one aspect of energy for which the modern astrologer makes very little 
allowance, and yet it is of paramount importance. This is the energy which 
emanates from or radiates from the Earth itself. Living as all human beings do 
upon the surface of the Earth and being, therefore, projected into the etheric body 
of the planet (for the reason that "man stands erect") man's body is at all times 
bathed in the emanations and the radiations of our Earth and in the integral 
quality of our planetary Logos as He sends forth and transmits energy within His 
planetary environment. Astrologers have always emphasised the incoming 
influences and energies as they beat upon and play through our little planet, but 
they have omitted to take into adequate consideration the emanating qualities and 
forces which are the contribution of our Earth's etheric body to the larger whole. 
This we will consider later, but I felt the necessity of calling your attention to it at 
this time. 

 
Another point which should here be noted is that the influence of the moon is 
purely symbolic in nature and in effect and is simply the result of ancient thought 
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and teaching (descended to us from Lemurian times) and is not based upon any 
true radiation or influence. In those far off times, antedating even Lemuria and 
constituting in Lemurian days simply an ancient tradition, the moon appeared to 
be a living vital entity. But I would have you bear definitely in mind that today the 
moon is nothing more than a dead form. It has no emanation and no radiation of 
any kind and, therefore, has no effect of any kind. The moon, from the angle of the 
esoteric knower, is simply an obstruction in space—an undesirable form which 
must someday disappear. In esoteric astrology, the effect of the moon is noted as a 
thought effect and as the result of a powerful and most ancient thoughtform; 
nevertheless, the moon has no quality of her own and can transmit nothing to the 
Earth. Let me reiterate: The moon is a dead form; it has no emanation at all. That 
is why the moon is spoken of in the ancient teaching as "veiling either Vulcan or 
Uranus." This hint or inference has always been here and astrologers would do 
well to experiment with this suggestion I have made anent the moon and (instead 
of working with the moon) let them work with Vulcan when dealing with the 
undeveloped or average man and with Uranus when considering the highly 
developed man. They would find some interesting and convincing results 
eventuate. 
 
Students would also do well to remember that the twelve constellations which 
constitute our particular zodiac are themselves the recipients of many streams of 
energy coming to them from many sources. These blend and fuse with the energy 
of any particular constellation and—transmuted and "occultly refined"—eventually 
find their way into our solar system. 
 

"Astrology is concerned with the effect produced in the substance of the sheaths by the 
influences, vibrations, etc., of the various planets. These are, esoterically, the influences of the solar 
centres. The forces, emanating from the solar centres, play upon the planetary centres.... This is 
hidden in the karma of the Heavenly Man. When true esoteric astrology comes into being, more 
anent this will be given. Astrological students are today only learning the ABC of this stupendous 
subject and are occupied with the exoteric fringes of that great veil which has been thrown wisely 
over planetary lore." 
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The following is a list—incomplete but adequate for our purposes—of the major 
influences which find their way from far distant Sources into our planetary life 
and produce definite effects upon individual man and humanity as a whole. 
 
  

 
 
 

  1. The constellation of the Great Bear. 

I. 2. The Seven Sisters of the Pleiades. 

  3. Sirius, the Dog Star. 

    
 
 

  1. The seven solar systems of which ours is one. 

II. 2. The seven sacred planets of which ours is not one. 

  3. The five non-sacred planets or "hidden" planets. 

 

  1. The seven planetary centres. 

III. 2. The seven centres of force in the human etheric body. 

    

IV. 1. The twelve zodiacal constellations. 
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We thus have a ninefold energy impact. This is a major chart but it should be 
remembered that there are other impacts of relative insignificance. 
 
To these would be added other streams of energy which definitely play upon and 
affect our planetary life, such as those coming from that great star, Betelgeuse, or 
from Antares and other stupendous suns and solar systems which are related to 
the constellations of the zodiac and whose force reaches us through these 
constellations and not directly. 

 
Besides these, it should be remembered that technically we should also add the 
radiatory influence which comes direct to us from the planet, the Earth, upon 
which we live. Then, and only then, can you have a fairly complete analysis and 
picture of the energies to which the etheric body of man (conditioning the 
physical body which is pre-eminently automatic and negative in its reactions) 
must and does ever respond. An understanding of that response and the conscious 
intelligent control of individual reactions are supremely necessary to man but only 
become possible at a fairly advanced stage of development and as he nears the 
Path (technically understood). Man learns first of all to control the reactions to the 
planets as they rule and direct personality affairs from their different "stations" in 
the twelve houses of his horoscope. There are two ways in which this is done: 
 

First: By having the horoscope duly cast and then taking steps to determine 
what should be done to negate the planetary influences where it is deemed 
desirable to control the personality reactions. This has to be done by the applied 
power of thought.  This necessitates complete confidence in the understanding 
and interpretation of the astrologer and the recognition of the exact 
moment of birth. One wonders if these conditions of the exact moment and 
the completely wise astrologer are ever to be found as yet. 

 
Second: By consciously assuming the position of the spiritual Observer, and 
by cultivating the power to respond to the Soul. Then, from the angle of 
that Soul, the man must learn to control circumstance and the attendant 
reactions of the personality. 
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The following attitudes and positions taken by the esoteric astrologer should also 
be noted: 
 

1. That the planetary influences indicate the trend of the outer life 
circumstances. When correctly interpreted for the average man and for the 
unevolved man, they can and do indicate the personality destiny and fate; 
they do condition and completely control the man who has no conscious 
soul experience. The moment that a human unit becomes aware as a soul 
and is thus endeavouring to synthesize the forces found on the path, the 
influence of the planets, per se, definitely weakens and steadily becomes 
less and less potent and influential.  From here the (tropical) chart appears 
inconclusive and often most inaccurate. It is the force flowing through the 
planets and not the force of the planets themselves which then governs and 
controls. The man then becomes receptive to the subtler and higher 
energies of the solar system and of the twelve governing constellations - this 
denotes the shift between the influences read in a tropical chart and those found in a 
sidereal. 

 
2. That the Sun sign, as it is called, indicates the nature of the man, physical, 
mental and spiritual. It holds the secret of the personality ray and of the 
man's responsiveness or lack of responsiveness to the Soul, the real man. It 
indicates also the integration already achieved and the present point of 
unfoldment of the soul qualities, of the present available equipment, of the 
present life quality and of the immediately possible group relations. It 
indicates, from the angle of the Ageless Wisdom, nothing more. This is a 
reversal of the usual astrological position. The reason that I proffer this is 
that humanity is enough evolved so that the astrology of the soul will 
become possible before long; it constitutes—from many points of view—a 
reversal of normal procedure. This is both wise and necessary, and also 
inevitable. Astrologers will eventually be divided into two classes: the 
exoteric astrologers who will be occupied with the horoscope of the 
personality, and the esoteric astrologers who will be occupied with the 
purposes of the soul. 
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3. That the rising sign indicates the remoter possibilities, and the spiritual 
goal and purpose of the immediate incarnation and of the immediate 
succeeding incarnations. This sign concerns itself with the struggle of the 
spiritual man "to carry on" from the point achieved so that when the life 
energy is temporarily exhausted and the "death of the personality" takes 
place, the man finds himself "nearer the centre of his life, closer to the 
centre of his group and approaching the centre of divine life," as the Ageless 
Wisdom expresses it. This particular phrase "death of the personality" has 
two definite connotations: 

 
a. It may mean the death of the physical body, which is inevitably 
followed by the two stages of the death of the emotional vehicle and 
the subsequent dissipation of the temporary and ever-changing form 
which the quota of mental energy has assumed during incarnation. 

 
b. The subjective and mystical "death of the personality." This is a 
phrase indicating the transfer of focus for the distribution of energy 
from the personality (a definite centre of force) to the soul (another 
definite centre). 
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I realise that these concepts are not in line with the usual astrological postulates. 
However, astrology would not be wasting time if it experimented with these ideas 
for a while. Astrologers might discover some most interesting and arresting 
problems and perhaps arrive at an accuracy which is at present unknown. It might 
be of some service if I enlarged somewhat upon this point. 
 
In connection with the sun sign, the rising sign and the effect of the thoughtform 
relating to the moon, the position of esoteric astrology is as follows: 
 

 
1. The sun sign.—This sign indicates the present problem of the man; it sets 
the pace or the established tempo of his personality life; it is related to 
quality, temperament and the life tendencies which are seeking expression 
during this particular incarnation, and it is suggestive of the rajasic or the 
activity aspect of the innate man. Fundamentally, the forces here found are 
indicative of the line of least resistance. 

 
2. The ascendant or rising sign indicates the intended life or immediate soul 
purpose for this incarnation. It holds the secret of the future and presents 
the force which, rightly used, will lead the man to success. It represents the 
sattvic or harmony aspect of life and can produce right relationship between 
soul and personality in any one incarnation. It thus points the way to the 
recognition of the force of the soul. 

 
3. The moon.—This type of force (coming from certain planets and not from 
the moon) indicates that which is past. It, therefore, summarises limitation 
and the present handicaps. It governs the physical body and shows where 
the prison of the soul is to be found. 
 
 

The next statement which I would like to make, and which grows normally out of 
the above, is that the zodiacal, the systemic and the planetary energies act either as 
hindering or as stimulating forces, according to the type of vehicle or body upon 
which they play.  The nature of these vehicles and their capacity to attract, to respond, to 
reject, to absorb and to transmute is entirely dependent upon the point in evolution attained 
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and also upon the general planetary condition and psychology to be found in the human 
family at any given time.  An instance of the latter can be seen today in the world 
where the forces, beating in an almost violent and somewhat new measure and 
tempo upon our planetary life, are evoking a greatly intensified response from the 
world thinkers, thus stimulating them to earnest effort along ideological lines and, 
at the same time, are drawing forth from the masses and the little evolved people 
nothing but terror, a miserable fatalism, widespread physical depletion and many 
other undesirable reactions from the form nature.  
 
An understanding of these hindering or stimulating effects can be easily grasped 
by those who can comprehend the nature of the activities of the planet, Saturn. 
This is the planet which conditions primarily the point in evolution where choice 
definitely becomes possible, where rejection of opportunity or its acceptance can 
consciously be undertaken, and the shouldering of personal responsibility 
becomes a recognised fact in a planned and ordered life. This point in the human 
evolutionary process is spoken of in the Old Commentary in the following 
symbolic phrases: 
 

"Amid the whirling forces, I stand confused. I know them not, for, during all 
my past, they swept me up and down the land wherein I moved, blinded and 
unaware. From place to place and point to point, they drove me up and 
down the land and nowhere was there rest. 
 
I know them now and here I stand and will not move until I know the Law 
which governs all this movement up and down the land. I may revolve and 
turning face the many different ways; I face some wide horizons and yet 
today I stand. 
 
I will determine for myself the way to go. Then onward I will move. I will 
not travel up and down the land nor turn in space. But onward I will move." 

 
There is another revolutionary idea which the esoteric science of astrology brings 
to its modern and exoteric aspect: In the greater cycle of man's many incarnations, 
he—as is well recognised—passes through the zodiacal circle from Pisces to Aries, 
thus retrograding through the signs as he follows the sweep or path of the Sun's 
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retrogression. This phrase has always disturbed me, but the apparent 
retrogression, based upon the precession of the equinoxes, is all an integral part of 
the Great Illusion. The moment a human aspect begins to emerge out of that 
illusion and is no longer subject to the glamour and to the effect of the world 
maya, that moment the motion of the great Wheel of Life is reversed - one then 
begins (slowly and laboriously) to work in the opposite direction.  One then 
passes through the signs from Aries to Pisces, begins patiently and consciously to 
function as a soul struggling towards the light until finally one emerges at the end 
of the Path in Pisces as a world Victor and a world Saviour.  One then knows the 
significance of the triumph over death because one has surmounted and overcome 
desire. 
 
This reversal of the way a man travels through the signs of the zodiac will 
necessitate a readjustment of the method employed by astrologers when they are 
casting a horoscope of senior aspirants, of disciples and of initiates. 
 
According, therefore, to an individual's point of evolution upon the Path or (in 
other words) the individual's place upon the wheel of life, the practising astrologer 
will arrange the interpretation of the horoscope. It will require the work and the 
thought of the intuitive astrologer, dependent upon soul contact and much 
meditation, to determine the processes of astrological interpretation for those who 
are active and living souls at some one or other of the final stages upon the Path. 
The casting of the horoscope of the average man or the undeveloped man presents 
no such difficulties. 

 
It might be added in addition that the signs of the zodiac are concerned primarily 
with the life expression of the Heavenly Man (as far as our planet is concerned) 
and therefore with the destiny and life of the planetary Logos. They are also 
concerned with the great man of the heavens, the solar Logos. I refer in this last 
instance to their effect as it makes itself felt in the solar system as a whole and 
with this effect there are few astrologers at this time fit to deal. I would remind 
you that to the lives who inform these great constellations and whose radiation 
—dynamic and magnetic—reaches our Earth, this effect is incidental and 
unnoticed. The primary effect that they have is upon our planetary Logos and this 
effect reaches us through Him, pouring through that great planetary centre to 
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which we have given the name of Shamballa. It is, therefore, capable of evoking 
the major response from the monads, and these monads express themselves 
through the kingdom of souls and through the human kingdom; it consequently 
expresses itself through the Hierarchy and through humanity as a whole. This is a 
point of real importance and should be noted and connected with all the teaching 
you have had upon this most interesting theme of the three major planetary 
centres. It is the work of the zodiacal influences to evoke the emergence of the will 
aspect of the Heavenly Man and of all monads, souls and personalities who 
constitute the planetary body of expression. This statement means but little to you 
today but it will mean much to those students who, in a few decades, will study 
what I am here saying. Properly understood, it accounts for much that is 
happening in the world at this time. 
 
As these influences pour through our planet and thence to the centres of force 
upon the planet, they produce a dual effect: 
 

1. They produce an effect upon advanced man, galvanising the centres above 
the diaphragm into activity and enabling him to respond to the radiation 
and the activity of the Hierarchy. 

 
2. They produce an effect upon unevolved man, enabling him to function as 
an ordinary, unenlightened human being. 

 
It should be noted here, however, that all the energies—zodiacal, systemic, and 
planetary—have a definite effect upon all the lives in all forms in all kingdoms of 
nature. Nothing can escape these radiatory and magnetic influences. The goal of 
evolution for humanity is to become consciously and livingly aware of the nature of these 
energies and begin to know them and to use them.  This is the field of occultism as the 
Hierarchy has always told men. It might be stated that the disciple has to become 
consciously aware of the planetary influences and begin to use them for the 
carrying out of soul purpose. The initiate has to be aware of the zodiacal 
influences which emanate from outside of the solar system altogether. These can 
be recognised as: 
 

a. A vibration, registered in one or other of the seven centres. 
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b. A revelation of a particular type of light, conveying a specific colour 
to the initiate. 

 
c. A peculiar note. 

 
d. A directional sound. 

 
The whole story of the zodiac can be picturesquely yet accurately summed up in 
the following statement: There are three books which the three types of human 
beings study and from which they learn: 
 

1. The Book of Life—Initiates—the 12 constellations. 
 

2. The Book of Wisdom—Disciples—the 12 planets. 
 

3. The Book of Form or of Manifestation—Humanity—the 12 Creative 
Hierarchies. 

 
In summation, it might be said that: 
 

1. The zodiac signs affect primarily the man who lives below the diaphragm. 
This is the ordinary average man. These signs thus condition four of the 
centres:  
 
 

a. The base of the spine. 
 

b. The sacral centre. 
 

c. The solar plexus centre. 
 

d. The spleen. 
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2. The inner group of solar systems, working in conjunction with the 
zodiacal signs, affect primarily those who live above the diaphragm. They, 
therefore, condition: 
 

a. The heart centre. 
 

b. The throat centre. 
 

c. The ajna centre. 
 

d. The head centre. 
 

3. Three of the energies work through the head centre but only after the 
third initiation. 

 
There are one or two other points which might be noted here also. I note them for 
your enlightenment. Out of all the many energies which impinge upon, pass 
through and produce effects upon our planet, esoteric astrology emphasises the 
following four types of force because they affect what might be called the 
personality of our Earth: 
 

1. The quality of our solar system. God is a consuming fire but God is also 
love. This is the teaching of both esoteric and exoteric truth. 

 
2. The quality of the Logos of our planet as it pours through the chains, the 
rounds, the races, and the kingdoms of nature. 

 
3. The quality of the Earth's complementary planet, which is the Earth's 
polar opposite, esoterically considered. This planet is Venus. 

 
4. The quality of the attraction of the three planets which produce an 
esoteric triangle of force.  
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I have several times used the phrase "pass through" the centres and forms. This 
concept necessitates the idea of distributing centres to which the incoming 
energies may go and from which they may pass out again as radiation. Some idea 
of this might be grasped if I gave you the new proposition of the centres in the 
human etheric body. The four centres above the diaphragm—the heart, throat, 
ajna and head centres—are basically and primarily receiving centres. The centres 
below the diaphragm—the base of the spine, the sacral, solar plexus and spleen 
centres—are galvanised into activity by the four higher receiving centres. This, 
when accomplished, demonstrates as personality -  physical magnetism and 
influence until the time comes when there is a reversal in the way of passing—as a 
soul—around the zodiac. This is symbolised as the revolution of the sun around 
the zodiac from Aries to Pisces instead of the reverse movement, from Aries to 
Taurus. This is repeated in the human frame and the four lower centres eventually 
return that which has come to them. They thus reverse the process normally 
followed and the centres above the diaphragm become radioactive, dynamic and 
magnetic. This is an intricate occult study and is concerned with the response of 
the etheric body to the incoming energies. It relates finally the lowest centre at the 
base of the spine to the highest centre, the head centre. This is a correspondence 
to the relation of the Earth to the Sun. Think this out. 
 
As we work and study over these matters, let us bear in mind always the fact that 
we are considering the seven rays and their inter-relations in the cosmic process. 
We are concerned esoterically with: 
 

1. The seven rays and the twelve signs of the zodiac.  
 

2. The seven rays and the twelve Creative Hierarchies. 
 

3. The seven rays and the planets as they govern the twelve houses of 
expression. 

 
As we ponder and think and as we correlate the various aspects of the teaching, 
we shall find three propositions emerging which govern the inflow of life to the 
planet and to the individual man. These have been laid down earlier in A Treatise 
on the Seven Rays but it might profit us to state them here: 
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Proposition One—Every ray life is an expression of a solar life and every planet is 
therefore: 
 

1. Linked with every other planetary life. 
 

2. Animated by energy pouring into it from the seven solar systems, of 
which ours is one. 

 
3. Actuated by three streams of force: 

 
a. Coming from solar systems other than our own. 

 
b. Our own solar system. 

 
c. Our own planetary life. 

 
Proposition Two—Each one of the ray lives is the recipient and the custodian of 
energies coming from 
 

1. The seven solar systems. 
 

2. The twelve constellations. 
 
Proposition Three—It is the quality of a ray life—manifesting in time and 
space—which determines the phenomenal appearance. 
 
Before we penetrate further into the consideration of our theme, I would like to 
emphasise two points: 
 
First of all, that we are considering esoteric influences and not astrology, per se. 
Our subject is the seven rays and their relationship to the zodiacal constellations 
or—in other words—the interaction of the seven great Lives which inform our 
solar system with the twelve constellations which compose our zodiac. 
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Secondly, that we have necessarily to study these energies and their interplay from 
the angle of their effect upon the planet, and incidentally, their effect upon the 
forms in the various kingdoms of nature and particularly in connection with the 
fourth kingdom, the human, and with individual man—average man, the disciple 
and the initiate. 
 
We shall enter into no definitions in connection with technical astrology, nor shall 
I use the many technical terms. If, in the presentation of this vast subject, and in 
the process of indicating the attitude of the Ageless Wisdom to this new and 
coming (yet very ancient) "science of effective energies," as it has been called, I 
may present a new approach, or point out an unsuspected relation and from the 
standpoint of the Ageless Wisdom correct what are deemed errors by the 
Teachers on the inner side of life, I am hoping that some astrologers may be 
found who will be sensitive to that which is new. I am believing that there are 
investigators along astrological lines who will be open-minded enough to 
recognise possible hypotheses and then to make fair experiment with them.  
 
May I repeat: I am not writing a treatise upon astrology, but one upon the seven 
rays and their equivalent and corresponding energies, upon the effects of ray 
energy and the interplay of these energies with, and their effect upon, the various 
planetary forces, particularly those of the Earth. I am looking for these fair-minded 
astrologers to make due experiment with the factors and suggestions which I may 
indicate. With this in mind, let us proceed. 

 
I have pointed out that these energies fall into three groups: 
 

1. Those coming from certain great constellations which are to be found 
active in relation to our solar system and which, from the most ancient days, 
have always been related in myth and legend to our system. To these 
constellations, ours is related in a peculiar way. 

 
2. Those coming from the twelve zodiacal constellations. These are 
recognised as having a definite effect upon our system and our planetary 
life. 
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3. Those coming from the planets found within the periphery of the Sun's 
sphere of influence. 

 
From a certain point of view, one can generalise largely and say that these are the 
correspondences in the solar system to the three great centres of force which 
produce and control manifestation and evolutionary progress in the human being: 
 

1. The great exterior, yet controlling, constellations are analogous to that 
centre of force which we call the Monad and to its universal will-to-power 
which is distinctive of the first divine aspect. 

 
2. The twelve constellations might be regarded as embodying the soul 
aspect and, for the present, their effect upon the individual must be 
regarded and should be studied in terms of consciousness and of the 
development of the life of the soul. This is in essence the will-to-love. 

 
3. The planets, twelve in number (seven sacred planets and five non-sacred), 
are effective (using the word in a technical sense) in relation to the external 
life, environment and circumstances of the individual. Their force contacts 
should be interpreted largely in terms of the human personality, the third 
divine aspect. They thus exemplify the will-to-know. 

 
I would have you remember that I am talking entirely in terms of consciousness 
and of the responses and reactions of the individual to the forces which impinge 
upon him. The effect of the emanation of our planet, the Earth, is a 
correspondence to the effect of that aggregate of atoms and molecules which we 
call the dense physical body and of its response to the pull and the attraction of 
any or all of the subtler bodies. 

 
As regards the influence of the seven solar systems, I should suggest (more I 
cannot do) that they are linked up astrologically with the constellations: the Great 
Bear, the Pleiades, and Sirius. They are intimately related to them, but their exact 
effect is a transmitted one and cannot be noted as producing noticeable results, as 
yet, upon humanity and the other kingdoms in nature. The effect of the three 
great constellations also cannot be noted by individual man until such time as he 
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becomes conscious of the monadic vibration, after the third initiation. There are 
many potent influences playing upon our solar system and the planet all the time 
but—as far as man is concerned—the response apparatus and the mechanism of 
reaction remain what is called "occultly unresponsive," for they are not yet of a 
quality which will permit any noticeable recognition, either in the dense or subtler 
vehicles or even by the soul. Later in the evolutionary process, recognition and 
response will come, but for all astrological purposes and recognisable produced 
effects, they may be regarded today as non-existent except as they react upon the 
fourth kingdom of nature as it constitutes a living unit in the body of the 
planetary Logos. As little conscious effect is produced by these forces as the effect 
of a high moment of contact in your morning meditation produces an effect upon 
the atom or cell in the little finger upon one of your hands. There may be a 
general response and stimulation throughout the entire body, but the intelligent 
atom makes no conscious response. The vibration is of too high a character. 
 
Speculation along these lines is profitless. A vast system of interlocking energies 
is in active and rapid circulation throughout the whole cosmic etheric body—of 
which our systemic etheric body is an integral part—but speculative research 
along the indicated lines and the following of obscure trails are utterly futile until 
the main highway of approach has been constructed and followed. The general 
outline of the astrological way is all that is possible today, until the time when 
man can think in larger wholes and has a more synthetic capacity. We shall 
confine ourselves to the vast field of energies which I have outlined for your 
consideration and shall consider only the major forces which are in circulation. 
This will suffice for our day and generation. We are concerned with energies 
which can and do evoke response and of which man can be aware and, in many 
cases, is today aware. 

 
It might be useful here to comment in a wide and general way, and with many 
necessary reservations, upon the broad sweep of some of these responses: 
 

1. Undeveloped humanity is primarily conditioned in its life and 
circumstances by the influence of the lesser zodiac and thus by the position 
of the planets in the twelve houses. 
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2. Average intelligent humanity and those nearing the Path of Discipleship 
and upon the Probationary Path respond consciously to: 
 

a. The planets, affecting their personalities. 
 

b. The Sun sign, as indicating life trends which are already 
established and which constitute the line of least resistance. 

 
c. The rising sign in a small measure. This indicates the life goal for 
that particular life cycle or else over a period of seven lives. The last 
two constitute the Greater Zodiac. 

 
3. Disciples and initiates can begin consciously to respond to all the above 
influences, handling them constructively and with increasing creative 
agency, plus those potent yet infinitely subtle forces which pour into our 
solar system from the three major constellations referred to above. In the 
early stages, the response is in the subtler bodies and the brain fails to 
register them, but after the third initiation, there is a recognition of them 
upon the physical plane.  Henceforth the tropical chart ceases to inform and 
the sidereal chart should be consulted. 

 
Bringing the theme back to the subject of this treatise, which is that of the seven 
rays, I would point out that these rays have a close connection with the seven stars 
of the Great Bear (again always the four and the three as a secondary 
differentiation) and to the seven Sisters, the Pleiades. The first constellation is the 
agent of positive force to the planetary Logos and the other the relayer of the 
negative aspect. There is, therefore, a direct interchange of energies between the 
lives of the seven planetary Logoi and the stupendous and unfathomable Lives 
Who inform these major constellations. Great interlocking triangles of force can 
be found existing between the seven planets and these two groups of seven stars 
each. It will eventually be discovered that the innermost secret of astrological 
deduction in the planetary sense is connected with these "sacred triangles," and 
they are—in their turn—represented by the triangles  (shifting and changing) 
which can be constructed in connection with the seven centres. 
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In casting the horoscope of the planet (which will someday be possible) it will be 
found that the line of these forces and of our planetary response to them is of a 
more potent effect than is the influence of the zodiacal constellations upon the 
human unit. This is due to the immeasurably advanced point in evolution of the 
planetary Spirits Who have (in Their individual lives) largely transcended the 
influence of the twelve constellations and are becoming rapidly responsive to the 
higher vibrations of their great Prototypes, the "three intimate constellations," as 
they have esoterically been called. This is a correspondence in the lives of these 
great Entities to the manner in which an advanced individual can offset the 
influence of the planets and thus so dominate his personality life that prediction 
and certainty, as to activity and circumstance, are no longer possible. The soul is 
dominating, and the planets cease to condition the life. So it is with the 
constellations and the planetary Logoi. They can offset the lower influences as 
They awaken to and respond to the infinitely higher vibrations of the three major 
constellations. 
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Chapter 5 - The Zodiac         
Astronomy and astrology agree on calling the Zodiac (that is, the figures of 
heavenly animals) a band in the sphere of the fixed stars, 18 degrees wide and 
parallel to the ecliptic, within which all the planets of the Solar System move. 
Today it is divided into twelve parts of equal width in correspondence with many 
well-known constellations, but it is known that it was not and probably will not 
always be the case; at the time of ancient Egypt, for example, it counted only ten 
partitions: at that time human sensitivity to Space did not allow a more refined 
reaction. 

This suggests that any non-terrestrial intelligences recognize the same Zodiac, 
different however by subdivision, as well as by symbols. It depends on reactivity to 
the cosmic environment, which while perfecting recognizes new sectors. 

There is certainly an analogy between the horizon and the Zodiac, such that the 
latter can be understood as the horizon of the Solar System. It is, in fact, 
unattainable, like any horizon, because its location is not concrete; yet it is truly 
present, and one cannot escape its conditioning power unless one can get away 
from the System. One can interpret the Zodiac as the cosmic whole of all the 
horizons of all the planets: an immense spatial power, and a sign of magnificent 
communion. 

Its power is evident if one considers that every pulsating heart rests at its center, 
where that secret presence vibrates. The Zodiac is a distinct and significant 
celestial band simply for being the only spatial region common to all creatures, of 
both the hemispheres of all the planets. 

The horizon has its own center in the observer, without which it would not exist; 
in the same way the Zodiac has the Sun as its center, which is its creator. A Star 
whose System would be in a different spatial context and consequently 
surrounded by another Zodiac would nourish different forms of life than the solar 
ones. Indeed, the living Space reflects its mutable qualities in all its innumerable 
centers, evoking corresponding reactions. Each center models its cosmic horizon, 
or its own Zodiac, impressing upon it, through radiation, the typical qualities of 
its expanding consciousness. 
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The mutual exchange of energies between the two absolute spatial values, center 
and horizon, is continuous, fruitful and decisive; it is not intellectual but cardiac, 
the heart being the organ sensitive to Space and the Fire of Life. 

Therefore only the Center of the centers of a Solar System fully knows the Zodiac 
as a unit, in its infinite vector partitions. The minor centers will recognize more 
and more divisions, according to their growing evolutionary level, as they advance 
to recognize the One. This describes the whole development of universal 
consciousness, launched towards the ultimate goal of the event, which is also its 
starting position: the absolute central unity. 

We can now return to the subject of the Signs (or constellations) of the Zodiac. 
The passage to the Infinite, as always, has opened access to a solution, verily a part 
of the singular and complete one. It is legitimate to continue using the twelve 
divisions also from the heliocentric position, and so to respect their names, 
symbols, and significances, which have been recognized and studied by many 
populations throughout the ages. But remember that it is a passing interpretation, 
typical of a given level of consciousness, matured on this planet, and that 
sensitivity to Space has no limit. 

An example of this view can be found in the pages that follow, dedicated to a first 
study of the seven divine qualities expressed by each Sign.** They propose a more 
differentiated reading of the twelve celestial sectors. From attempts like this, 
despite their fragility, unexpected but profitable developments can arise. In the 
still uncertain atmosphere of a new day, they are similar to first fruits. The full 
light will show flaws and inconsistencies, but this does not detract from their 
value as an introductory debut. 

The great theme of the Zodiac stimulates another question, perhaps of a deeper 
nature, which awaits an answer: 

Is the Zodiac an Entity, or a simple, arbitrary, conventional form? 

It is a question that concerns the very foundations of creation. The modern 
astronomer, without the hypothesis of the living Space, would answer in a 
negative sense; and a good number of astrologers would perhaps respond similarly 
as well. For them the Zodiac, with its animals, is a relic of past times, a 
superstitious reminiscence of myths today evaluated as ridiculous. The human 
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heart, on the other hand, provided that it is educated, hesitates before consenting 
to this. 

The Teachings affirm that Space (unlike time) is a real Entity. So why should not 
this also be one of its regions, yet inseparable? The intellect, if it cannot see 
borders and distinctions, is incapable of evaluating and understanding: and in 
Space it does not find them present. In this situation one refrains from issuing a 
verdict, if not forced by a preconception. The heart, however, that immediately 
sees unity even between borders, is always able to recognize intelligent and 
autonomous life everywhere. 

Such questions are precious in educating the heart and placing the intellectual 
reason in its due position, which is subordinate, though not base. 

To formulate, therefore, a synthetic answer between head and heart, we start from 
recognizing that the Zodiac is nowhere. It is a spatial value, so it has no definite 
location. Precisely in this lies its supreme power. The Zodiac is “passively” 
creative, because to produce forms it must be stimulated by the Voice or the Fire 
of the Center. But it reacts (like all Space) if energy emanates from the Center: it 
responds then with perfect loving, intelligent and conscious understanding. From 
each of its regions it responds in a way which is commensurate with the seed or 
command received. 

If it is understood as a mere spatial region, as an imaginary belt, and no 
consideration is given to life and consciousness, the Zodiac is a falsehood among 
others. The deception arises from such an assumption, abject and false. Whoever 
accepts such a limited view, no matter how learned, is condemned to ignorance. 
Integrity must be restored to the Zodiac, from which arise causes, truths, energies, 
currents and, above all, solutions and answers. 

With this preamble, on the basis of the initial hypothesis, an answer can be given 
to the query: 
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The Zodiac is a living Entity, to be considered inseparable as a whole: 

 

a) Its center is everywhere. 

 

b) Its periphery is nowhere. 

 

c) Between one and the other an infinite field of reciprocal exchanges pulsates. 

 

It is an organic, coordinated, independent ternary: an autonomous Entity and 
therefore reactive to the seven qualities of Life, infinitely capable of generating 
appearances. Man is one of them, and he witnesses it: he is the son of the central 
Fire and of the Solar Space, that is, he has a Father and a Mother. 

 

THE DUAL NATURE OF LIGHT. 

Up to now some preliminary operations have been completed, with a view to the 
next advance. However, we need to highlight a concept that derives from the 
answer just formulated: 

From the Centre impulses (the Rays) depart from the periphery currents, or Wave 
trains, return. 

The sun’s Light originates as an irradiation which precipitates into Space. The 
Zodiac reflects it (from Infinity) as a cosmic set of Waves. 

This explains, with geometrical simplicity, the mystery of the dual nature of Light, 
which has bewildered physicists for centuries: in fact, it is granular for certain 
phenomena and undulatory for others. In brief, is it “discrete” or continuous? 

It is a great dilemma, but typical of the intellectual approach. Reasoning cannot 
contain two opposite truths, and it persists in seeking the solution in either one or 
the other – but in vain. The heart instead suggests, with simplicity, that if the 
radiatory nature, typical of the Center of the System, is positive, it is surely 
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granular with its Rays full of energy flying like bullets in Space. The oscillating 
nature characteristic of the field is, on the other hand, negative and certainly 
continuous. The synthesis between these two realities produces consciousness, 
development, growth or, in other words, the luminous glory of the spirit.Seeing 
clearly is a prerogative of synthetic thought, that is, cardiac. The Light, daughter of 
Life and of Space, cannot but share the two natures. 

It is good to reflect on this affirmation, which takes away the uncertainty about 
the essence of the Light, and will therefore lead to other positions. The dialogue 
between heart and Space produces priceless gifts, which belong to all humanity 
and spread unceasingly. 

The Light that emits from the Sun is therefore corpuscular and centrifugal; the 
one that returns reflected from the Zodiac is undulatory, continuous and 
centripetal. Where is the transformation made? In the secret of the Infinite, which 
is the Place without a Place. Transformation takes place, it is real, and it shows 
that Infinity is real. The Infinite exists, has its laws and they must be taken into 
account. 

The dual nature of the Light can be explained more precisely by the process: 

 

a) – The elementary charge of energy (the photon) starts from the Center (the 
Sun) and has a First Ray nature: as will it projects itself onto the target, which is 
everywhere, and therefore, is isolated like an arrow in flight, or a spark. 

 

b) – That bullet “moves through” the Space that it crosses, just like a boat in the 
sea, and Space reacts with an ordered sequence of waves of given frequency. 

 

c) – Space is the receptive consciousness, and responds to the granules of light 
with bright undulations. It follows that the Light that vibrates in Space is both 
central, and therefore discontinuous, and spatial, and therefore undulatory. 
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Modern physics, for which Space is an inert void, that is, nothing, cannot 
understand the strange behavior of light, and its theories about it become ever 
more cerebral and confound. It has chosen the path of complication (the simple is 
not “scientific”), but this departs from the truth while it seems to lead one to it. 

 

THE DUAL NATURE OF THE SEVEN RAYS: THE SEVEN WAVES. 

What has been written thus concerning the duality of light must also apply to the 
seven divine emanations, now known even in the West as the Seven Rays. 

It is therefore a proposal to call these reactions of Space to the stimulation of the 
Seven Rays as Seven Waves. Duality is recognized as a faithful and inevitable 
mirror of the duality existing between Being and Substance, Life and Space. The 
Origins are two. 

It is a totally new concept, in the sense that the Teaching does not deal with it. It 
does not contrast it, but simply extends it, in the implicit sense of its application. 
This will allow us to use more correct terms to indicate developments and 
phenomena. The great Mother receives within herself the impulses of Fire and 
adapts herself to their directives: She thus generates the seven Waves, which 
reproduce Her nature. 

Rays and Waves are accompanied and synthesized, but they are not the same 
thing: it is good to have understood it, for a greater glory of the One. The study of 
the Solar System reveals unexpected but “unconsciously known” aspects. The 
Seven Waves, as mentioned, present themselves as a natural consequence of the 
spiritual irradiation. Manifestation is always dual, and the Rays are no exception to 
the law. 
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THREE THEOREMS ON THE RAYS. 

The Seven Rays and Seven Waves are governed by three theorems which concern 
their mutual relations: 

 

1)– There is no love without harmony, nor harmony without love. 

This theorem controls and expresses the co-operation between Rays and Waves of 
the even line:  (1)    2   4    6 

 

2)– There is no rhythm without order, nor order without rhythm. 

This theorem regulates the cooperation between Rays and Waves of the odd line: 
(1)    3   5    7 

 

3)– There is no communion without rules, nor are there rules without 
communion.  This third theorem states the relationship between the two lines, 
even and odd. 

 

These are propositions included to help the mind to consider the interweaving of 
collaboration that fuses together what the intellect perceives as separate. The Solar 
System is free and ordered in Space, and love, harmony, rhythm, order, 
communion and rule are guarantees of progress, expansion and success. 

In the irreverence of earthly existence those same great energies are present, but 
difficult to see at work. In the Infinite, on the other hand, their action is evident, 
and generates, among other things, those mechanical laws which are the only laws 
in science today. 
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Chapter 6 - Gameplay Primer         
 

All players begin as a young ego, defined in the ‘game environment’ as the 
Personality aspect of a human being.  This personality aspect is a (lower) 
reflection of the Higher Self, which is a (lower) reflection of the Soul.  It is the 
Soul’s Will that the Higher Self and the ego-personality work together to bring 
harmonious accord and alignment so as to clearly and powerfully expresses the 
Light of the Soul in all elements and levels, in all bodies, sub-bodies, and subtle 
bodies.  The evolution of the Soul’s impression locally is expressed and tested 
along the Wheel of Life & Death and the Soul’s progress along the Path of 
Initiation is recorded as the ascent on the Tree of Life. 

 

The first step along the Path is 
taken in the creation of a 
character.  To create a character 
you will need the following 
information:  Name (Choose any 
name you prefer); date of birth; 
birth time; birth place.  Send this 
information to your Game Master 
and they will prepare your 
character sheet for you.  

To the left is an example 
character sheet.  This sheet holds 
much information about the 
vehicle the Soul is using to 
manifest its influence in the 
triple world.  Understanding these 
various energies in greater and 
greater detail, allows for 
increased potential, to skillfully 
apply the powers of the Soul in 
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all aspects of the triple world – provided the young ego can harmonize all the 
various energies into a synthesis with the Soul’s dominant harmony.  

  

Archetype 
  

There are seven archetypes in total – each archetype a representative of one 
of the Seven Divine Rays.  An outline of each archetype, their individual powers 
and Chakra scores are given over the next few pages. 

New players will be given an archetype to play for their first play through. 
The Administrator who is facilitating your game environment will be in touch 
with you directly to give you a copy of your character sheet and to notify you of 
your beginning archetype.  Following your first initiation all players get to choose 
the archetypes in any order they so desire. 

The seven archetypes, their ray associations and their special powers are 
offered to give the new player ideas and options with which they can start to work 
in the creative imagination and the subsequent application of that creative agency 
in the quantum energetic reality. 

The seven archetypes and their powers are as follows: 
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Ray 1: Spirit     

 

The earth-bound Spirit is a strong-willed individual who has refused to 
move after experiencing physical death and therefore cannot be played at Soul 
Level 1. The reasons for remaining in the three worlds (physical, astral, mental or 
sacral, solar plexus, ajna) can be as seemingly mundane as work left unfinished, 
worry over loved ones or even intense jealousy toward the living. 

The Sacral Center is the seat of the Spirit’s power – The Spirit must learn 
to transfer the energies from the Sacrum upwards and into the Higher Heart. The 
Spirit possesses no physical body and therefore, cannot effect matter directly. 
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Spirit Powers   
 

Crown:  TELEKINESIS  (Dominant 15) 

The power to influence, move and manipulate up to 30 lbs of matter per Soul 
Level.  

Ajna:  HIGHER CLAIRVOYANCE (Magnetic 15) 

The power to see past and present events through another person’s thoughts and 
emotions. 

Throat:  ELEMENTAL WORD (Dominant 20 / Magnetic 10) 

The power to change the molecular properties of matter, causing them to 
increase/decrease, change temperature, liquefy or become solid.  

Heart:  LIFE-FORCE HEALING  (Magnetic 10 / Radiant 5) 

The power to manipulate the essence of life that is present in all beings to cure 
minor to moderate wounds, stop bleeding, and generally stabilize a target. 

Solar Plexus :  CLARIFY EMOTIONS  (Dominant 15 / Magnetic 10 / Radiant 5) 

The power to cause a target’s emotional center to become clear, thereby allowing 
the target to understand its true state of being. 

Sacral:  ENERGETIC FORM (Magnetic 15 / Radiant 5) 

The power to appear as a ball of light, a reflection in a mirror or otherwise become 
visible to some degree in the physical world. 

Root:  POSSESSION (Dominant 60) 

The power to usurp control over the target’s physical body for 1 action. Player has 
no power over the target’s thoughts or emotions. 
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Ray II: Empath     

 

The Empath is a sensitive Archetype, prone to introversion and 
introspection. Many choose careers as healers, teachers and other support roles 
within their communities. They often try to carry the weight of the world on their 
shoulders and can be prone to depressive states and excessive worry if they lack 
sufficient support in their cultivation techniques. 

The Empath relies heavily upon the intuitive application of Love and the 
Heart/Ego center is their primary seat of power. 
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Empath Powers   
 

Crown:  SOUL-DISCERNMENT  (Radiant 5) 

The power to call upon the Higher Self for additional guidance, suggestions and 
direction.  Adds 1 mundane question & 1 spiritual question. 

Ajna:  HIGHER CLAIRAUDIENCE (Dominant 20 / Magnetic 15) 

The power to hear people’s thoughts – past, present, or future. 

Throat:  WORD OF LOVE (Dominant 15 / Magnetic 10 / Radiant 5) 

The power to reunite the target with the love and compassion of their own heart 
center. 

Heart:  DIVINE HEALING  (Magnetic 20 / Radiant 10) 

The power to access healing energies from the higher realms and cure all manner 
of wounds, heal broken bones, cure damaged organs, cure all disease and sickness. 

Solar Plexus:  ASTRAL GUIDANCE  (Magnetic 10) 

The power to call upon the Lords of Karma for additional guidance, suggestions 
and direction. 

Sacral:  AURA OF COURAGE  (Dominant 15 / Magnetic 10 / Radiant 5) 

The power to generate an Aura of Courage that can amplify (or reduce) the 
presence of bravery within all who are located in its sphere of influence (7ft/Soul 

Level) 

Root:  MAGNIFY AURA (Dominant 15 / Magnetic 10 / Radiant 5) 

The power to influence the target’s Aura, instilling either a calming or an exciting 
effect. 
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Ray III: Druid     

 

The Druid is a nimble synthesis of Ray 3’s Intellect and Adaptability and of 
the principle of Mind paired with healthy scores in the lower four Chakra centers 
and a powerful root score. The Druid has great power upon the physical plane and 
Ray 3 is the Ray of many athletes, energetic personalities and entrepreneurs. In the 
game, the Druid is capable of channeling energy from the elements and the three 
lower kingdoms of Nature (Mineral, Plant & Animal).  
 

The seat of the Druid’s power lies in the root center as it is this center 
which connects the local design to the lower kingdoms and to the forces 
contained therein. What the Druid often lacks in Concrete Knowledge and can 
become too occupied exploring and exercising local power and may not apply 
sufficient attention and diligence to the study of the Soul.  
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Druid Powers    
Crown : GREATER RESURRECTION – (Dominant: 50)  

The power to resurrect the dead via the transference of intense Mental energy, 
although no physical healing takes place. (Grants a 3/20 chance per Soul Level to 

bring the target back from the dead).  
 

Ajna : TELEPATHY – (Magnetic: 10)  
The power to impart thoughts, visions, and emotions via the universal Language of 

Light.  
 

Throat: WORD OF CREATION  (Dominant: 30) / Magnetic: 15)  
The power to create (or dissolve) the forms of the lower three kingdoms of Nature 

(Mineral, Plant, Animal).  
 

Heart : TRANSMUTE POLARITY  (Dominant: 25 / Magnetic: 15)  
The power to reverse or otherwise modify the target’s Polarity for 1 action, causing 
a Service to Self NPC to behave as a Service to Others individual and vice-versa.  

 
Solar Plexus : EMOTIONAL IDEALISM (Dominant: 15 / Magnetic: 10 / Radiant: 5)  
The power to bestow feelings of Unity and Emotional Idealism upon a target or 
group. Ideals bestowed related to gate specifics and qualities – design specific.  

 
Sacral : CREATE NEMETON (Magnetic: 20 / Radiant: 10)  

The power to create a magic circle, which can bestow visions of the lower astral 
planes, providing the target(s) with glimpses of possible futures in this dimension.  

 
Root : ELEMENTAL CONTROL  (Dominant 60 / Magnetic 40)  

The power to manipulate the Elements (Earth, Air (Metal), Fire, Water) causing 
them to do the player’s bidding.  
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Ray IV: Artist     

 
The Artist represents the creative personalities: the musicians, poets, and performers 

of the world. They tend to soar to great emotional heights only to fall to equally withering 
depths. They often wear their heart on their sleeve (though may keep it covered up and 
hidden) and must learn to manage their astral natures through the development of their 
higher mental faculties.  
 

The Artist applies creative thought to accomplish her goals. She creates where others 
mimic and dislikes most attempts at control. The throat center is the seat of her power as it 
represents her potential for the creative use of force which might otherwise congest into 
blockages or demonstrate as chaotic expression.  
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Artist Powers    
 

Crown: SENSE SPIRITUAL MOTIVE (Magnetic 10)            
The power to discern and reveal the true, hidden motivations underlying a target’s behavior.                            

 
Ajna: HYPNOSIS (Dominant 30 / Magnetic 15)              

The power to access and effect the targets subconscious mind.                    
 

Throat: SONG OF HARMONY (Dominant 15 / Magnetic 10 / Radiant 5)                        
The power to inspire all who hear to move toward Harmony (or Conflict) in their next                               

action.  
 

Heart: COMPASSIONATE AURA (Dominant 15/Magnetic 10/Radiant 5)              
The power to generate an Aura of Love and compassion upon all who come within it.                                

Solar Plexus: DIVINE VISION (Magnetic 20 / Radiant 10)                  
The power to send and receive words, images or other forms of emotional energy in                             

communication with the target’s Higher Self.            
 

Sacral: EMPOWER PERSONALITY (Dominant 15/Magnetic 10/Radiant 5)              
The power to instantly make oneself the center of attention, thereby captivating (or                         

irritating) those in auric influence.          
 

Root: CONFOUND ACTION (Dominant 25)          
The power to change or distort one action (physical or emotional, depending on design                           

connectivity) taken by the target.          
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Ray V: Alchemist     
 

The Alchemist applies science and logic to accomplish magic. Through hours of 
diligent study and meticulous experimentation, the Alchemist eventually becomes capable of 
physical and mental Transmutation.  
 

The Ajna centers is the primary seat of the Alchemist power as it represents the 
capacity for critical thinking with pinpoint focus. The Alchemist must learn to carefully 
balance their emotional body, however, for they have many powers that can be used in a 
dominant manner and untoward emotionality will accumulate much karmic retribution.  
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Alchemist Powers    
 

Crown: STOP TIME (Dominant 50)          
The power to stop the progress of time for everyone but the player, allowing them to make                                 

2 additional actions.      
 

Ajna: ENHANCED COMPREHENSION (Magnetic 10)          
The power to glean more information from every situation, allowing the player to ask 2                             

additional mundane questions.      
 

Throat: WORD OF BUILDING (Dominant 25 / Magnetic 10)                  
The power to build, modify, or deconstruct machines, contraptions and other complicated                       

physical creations with a gesture and a word.                
 

Heart: DIVINE RESTORATION (Dominant 15 / Magnetic 5)                
The power to repair or restore a machine, building, or contraption to proper working order.                             

Somethings may even get better or worse, depending on Divine Will.                      
 

Solar Plexus: ASTRAL TRANSMUTATION (Dominant 15 / Magnetic 10)                  
The power to transmute the energy of the target’s Solar Plexus center, clearing away all                             
positive and negative wave potentials - thereby allowing for greater emotional coherence,                       

experiences and catalysts.      
 

Sacral: CREATE LIGHT/FLAME OR FIRE (Magnetic 10)              
The power to create the spark (etheric energy or fuel) necessary to produce a ball of light or                                   

flame up to 3 inches in size per Soul Level. Luminosity varies…                        
 

Root: LESSER RESURRECTION (Magnetic 40)          
The power to resurrect the target by impelling the target’s Life Force to remain within or                               

return to the physical body (grants a 1/20 chance per Soul Level).                        
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Ray VI: Monk     

 

The Monk is typified in the East as a silent, meditative figure but this Archetype can 
also be found in various cultures throughout the world. The Monk is the devotee, prone to 
fanaticism when the individual is governed by the lower self-construct. When soul-centered, 
the Monk can accomplish great feats by channeling higher energies through their etheric body 
via advanced cultivation techniques including chanting, singing. The Monk is the master of 
Mantra.  
 

The Monk’s seat of power is the Solar Plexus, which allows for the mystical connection 
between the individual and the Higher Self. This center also reflects the sense of community, 
and the Monk is often overly concerned with their own Spiritual Path and occasionally forgets 
to remember that they are part of a group. Others tend to be very group-minded and view 
their group as a perfect and inviolable circle.  
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Monk Powers    
 

Crown: DIVINE TELEPATHY (Dominant 40 / Magnetic 30 / Radiant 10)                      
The power to send and receive thoughts, visions and emotions via the Language of Light to                               

multiple beings.    
 

Ajna: RADIATE THOUGHT FORMS (Dominant 20 / Radiant 5)                  
The power to implant thoughts and ideas which quickly concretize in the target’s mind.                            

 
Throat: WORD OF WISDOM (Dominant 15 / Radiant 5)                  

The power to speak a sacred Word or chant (using throat center gates/qualities as                           
containers) that bestow clarity of mind and heart, causing the target to choose a wise action.                               

  
Heart: DIVINE IDEALISM (Magnetic 30 / Radiant 5)                

The power to bestow upon the target a clear and powerful inner vision of the Ideal (using                                 
the any of the qualities from heart center gates) as it regards behavior and outcome of a                                 

situation.  
 

Solar Plexus: SENSE EMOTION (Magnetic 10)            
The power to discern the target’s true emotional state, even if it is unknown to them.                                

 
Sacral: SLOW TIME (Dominant 25)          

The power to slow the perception of time for everyone except the player, who receives 1                               
additional action.    

 
Root: INSPIRE COURAGE (Dominant 20 / Magnetic 10 / Radiant 5)                      

The power to inspire courage and bravery (or fear and cowardice) upon a single target.                              
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Ray VII: Wizard     

The Wizard employs knowledge, ceremony and visualization to focus their power. The Wizard 
is unequaled upon the higher and lower planes of Mind yet may often neglect the Heart 
center and its inherent inclusivity.  
 
The Wizard tends to synthesize many traits from the other Rays, which can result in 
Personalities that are regarded as quirky, odd, eccentric and even dangerous. Their perspective 
is often broad, as is their knowledge and understanding with in the World of Ideas. 
Experiential learning may be lacking in some designs.  
 
This Ray concerns itself with transformation, transmutation, organization and synthesis. It is 
the Wizard that synthetically combines the seemingly disparate energies (called 
thoughtforms) from the World of Ideas into the Sacred Geometries and Crystalline Shapes 
called Spells. All Wizards know that Magic is the simple understanding and application of 
‘what is connected to what’ sympathetically speaking. They can be superstitious, overly 
influence by omens, dreams and spiritual phenomena.  
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Wizard Powers    
 

Crown: MENTAL TRANSMUTATION (Dominant 15 / Magnetic 10)                
The power to transmute the target’s dominant Chakra center to the Crown, thereby shifting                           

the local point of attention into a gate in the Crown Center.                        
 

Ajna: CLARIFY MIND (Dominant 15 / Radiant 5)                
The power to clarify (or confuse) the target’s mind, causing clear intellect and reason to                             

shine forth.    
 

Throat: CREATE MERKABA (Dominant 40 / Magnetic 15)                
The power to create a multidimensional light vehicle capable of carrying the player and 3                             

others through any of the 3 lower worlds (Mental, Emotional, Physical).                      
 

Heart: LOWER CLAIRAUDIENCE (Dominant 30 / Magnetic 10)                
The power to hear the target’s thoughts in the present moment.                      

 
Solar Plexus: LOWER CLAIRVOYANCE (Dominant 30 / Magnetic 10)                  

The power to see and feel present events through the target’s physical (etheric) and astral                             
bodies.  

 
Sacral: DEMAND TRUTH (Dominant 25)          

The power to impel the target to speak only true statements, regardless of the consequences                             
of doing so. (True statements are defined by the voice of the targets Conscience).                            

 
Root: IMMOBILIZE WILL (Dominant 40)          

The power to overcome the target’s own Will, effectively immobilizing them where they                         
stand.  
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II. Gameplay Overview     
 

Gameplay is based on ‘playing’ the chosen archetype and advancing around 
the wheel as many times as it takes for you to demonstrate understanding of one of 
the 7 Universal Laws by applying them fully in a Life Lesson.  Then, if your Karma, 
Polarity, and accumulated Experience permit, gain a Soul Level by taking Initiation 
and experience the Wheel of Life and Death as a new Archetype.  Continue this 
process 7 times to reach the top of the Tree of Life and discover Synthesis with 

the Holy Trinity. 

GAMEPLAY OVERVIEW 
1. Choose a color and place your 

Avatar on the Wheel (gameboard) and 
your Soul-Stone at the bottom of the 
Tree of Life, at Malkuth. 
 

2. Discover (if playing for the first 
time) or choose an Archetype and fill 
in the blanks on your character Sheet 
with the chakra scores listed on the 
Archetype card. 
 
 
3. Roll a D6 (one six-sided die) to 
advance around the Wheel, which 
represents the player's life.  After 
advancing, draw a Wisdom Card - roll 
a (D100) and read aloud the text on 
the card.  Take note that some cards 
have secret doors that lead to 
increased experience, polarity and/or 
karmic associations. 
 
4. Choose whether you wish to 
Observe (draw a 2nd Wisdom 
Teaching card and end your turn) or 
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continue and be tested with a Life Lesson. 
 
5. The Higher Self (played by the GM for beginner games or the person on 
player's right for intermediate and advanced games) then draws a Life Lesson card 
and plays through the Life Lesson with the player who must then choose how they 
wish to respond to it. 
 
6. As the ego-personality attempts to resolve the Life Lesson, they may engage in 
no more than the following 7 activities: 

a.) Ask the Higher Self 3 mundane Questions 
b.) Ask the Higher Self 1 Spiritual Question 
c.) Perform or attempt 3 Actions (this includes anything from a mundane 
action to the use of an archetypes special powers) 

 
7. At the end of the player's turn, they may state the intentions, motivations and 
the reasoning behind their actions. Then the Higher Self confers with the Lords of 
Karma (all other players) and together they decide the Karma, Polarity and 
Experience awards or penalties which they believe reflect the ego's intentions and 
the actual results achieved in the Life Lesson. 
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III. Wisdom Teaching Cards       
The Wisdom Cards contain much energy being transferred from the World 

of Ideas.  Interactions with this Ancient Wisdom may take many forms over the 
course of our lives.  Initially, we struggle through the Halls of Ignorance.  Slowly 
making our way through the grades in the Halls of Learning to finally stand before 
the towering gates of the Halls of Wisdom.  When we have completed our studies 
within these hallowed halls our graduation will herald to the World a new Master 
of Wisdom & Compassion.  
 

All players may draw one Wisdom Teaching card at the beginning of each 
turn.  If a player chooses to Observe on their turn (ask no questions and take no 
action) then they may draw a second card and end their turn.  Wisdom Teachings 
may be converted into special abilities in the Hall of Wisdom at any time during 
the player's turn, even after the dice have been rolled. 
 

Please find below a list of the special abilities available through turning in 
Wisdom Teaching Cards.  Note some special abilities have a duration listed – 
duration specifics explained as:  
 

Instant: These special abilities effect an immediate change upon one or 
more of the planes. 
 

One Life: These special abilities remain active until the player reaches the 
end of one lifetime, whether through death via a Life Lesson or by reaching the 
end of the Wheel. 
 

One Archetype: These special abilities are active until the player achieves 
Initiation and dons a new archetype. 
 

Permanent: These special abilities become part of the player's character and 
do not expire. 
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Wisdom Card Turn-In Rewards       
 

ONE CARD   
Trade 1 Wisdom Teaching card to gain +1 to any DC roll. 

 

THREE CARDS   
Trade 3 Wisdom Teaching cards to gain any ONE of the following: 

1. +20 Karma 
2. +40 XP 

3. +2 Polarity 
4. Switch out a Life Lesson 

5. +1 to Divine Will or DC Rolls (1 Life) 
 

FOUR CARDS   
Trade 4 Wisdom Teaching cards to gain any ONE of the following: 

1. +40 Karma 
2. +80 XP 

3. +4 Polarity 
4. +1 to Divine Will (1 Archetype) 

 

FIVE CARDS   
Trade 5 Wisdom Teaching cards to gain any ONE of the following: 

1. +80 Karma 
2. +160 XP 

3. +8 Polarity 
4. +1 to all DC Rolls (1 Archetype) 
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SIX CARDS   
Trade 6 Wisdom Teaching cards to gain any ONE of the following: 

1. +120 Karma 
2. +500 XP 

3. +1 to a Chakra score (Permanent) 
4. +1 to Divine Will Rolls and +1 to all DC Rolls (1 Archetype) 

 
 

SEVEN CARDS   
Trade 7 Wisdom Teaching cards to gain any ONE of the following: 

1. Knowledge of one Universal Law (No XP granted) 
2. +3 to Divine Will Rolls (Permanent) 

3. +2 to all DC Rolls (Permanent) 

IV. Life Lessons     
 

Life Lessons are one of the necessary trials which must be undertaken in 
order to catalyze an increase in frequency (elementally speaking) sufficient to 
activate a new level of Soul alignment.  Life Lessons arethe heart and soul of 
growth upon the Tree of Life.  Each card offers one or more players the 
opportunity to affect the outcome of an evolving circumstance while attempting to 
demonstrate the wise application of Universal Law and the synthetic weaving of 
body, speech, and mind. 
 

Each Life Lesson provides a potential catalyst for the ego to achieve success 
and gain positive Karma, XP and Polarity and possibly knowledge of a Universal 
Law.  They may also fail, and incur only well-meant toil with its inherent Karma 
and shift in Polarity penalties.  However, XP is always granted as all life learns by 
making from each molehill a mountain of triumph.  
 

The ego-personality is encouraged to apply their creative skills to the Life 
Lesson in any way they wish.  Actions chosen by the player can either be 
mundane in nature, such as those which any average ‘unit’ of the human kingdom 
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could likely attempt or the player may choose the use of an Archetypes Special 
Powers.  

Each Life Lesson begins with a narrative that is given to the ego by the 
Higher Self (in beginner games, the Higher Self is played by the GM; intermediate 
and advanced games have the person on the player’s right play the role of the 
Higher Self).  These lessons often present an evolving situation upon one or more 
of the planes of existence.  An attempt must be made by the young ego to resolve 
these situations ‘successfully’ in order for the player to earn the max XP & 
Polarity, while incurring the least amount of Karma. 

The Higher Self will be tasked with providing all the details that will 
influence the Life Lesson.  These must be gleaned primarily from the inner sight, 
intuition, or the creative vision that occurs as most appropriate to the person 
playing the role of the Higher Self. 

 

V. On Karma     
Karma may be more accurately stated as the Law of Cause & Effect or the 

Law of Attraction.  This law is, as we know, the basic law of all manifestation, and 
the paramount law for this solar system.  It might strictly be called the Law of 
Adjustment or of Balance, for it conditions that aspect of electrical phenomena 
which we call neutral.  The Law of Economy  is the basic law of one pole, that of the 
negative aspect; the Law of Synthesis is the basic law of the positive pole, but the 
Law of Attraction is the law for the fire which is produced by the merging during 
evolution of the two poles.  From the standpoint of the human being, it is that 
which brings about the realisation of self-consciousness; from the point of view of 
the subhuman beings it is that which draws all forms of life on to self-realisation; 
whilst in connection with the superhuman aspect it may be stated that this law of 
life expands into the processes conditioned by the higher law of Synthesis, of 
which the Law of Attraction is but a subsidiary branch.  Take careful note of these 
ideas. 

All bodies, of all types, are comprised of Karma.  It is through and by the 
integrity and authority of this Law that form ‘becomes’ and it is through this Law 
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that form dissolves.  Strictly speaking, the Law of Attraction is a generic term 
under which are grouped several other laws similar in nature but diverse in their 
manifestations.  It might be useful if we enumerated a few of these laws, thereby 
enabling the student to get (as he studies them in their totality) a broad general 
idea as to the Law and its modifications, its spheres of influence and the scope of 
its activity.  It should be noted here as a basic proposition in connection with all 
atoms that the Law of Attraction governs the Soul aspect.  The Law of Economy is the 
law of the negative electron; the Law of Synthesis is the Law of the positive central life; whilst 
the Law of Attraction governs that which is produced by the relation of these two , and is 
itself controlled by a greater cosmic law which is the principle of the intelligence 
of substance.  It is the law of Akasha. 

It must be borne in mind that these three laws are the expression of the 
intent or purpose of the three Logoic Aspects.  The Law of Economy is the 
governing principle of Brahma or the Holy Spirit; the Law of Synthesis is the law 
of the Father's life; whilst the Son's life is governed by, and manifests forth Divine 
Attraction.  Yet these three are the three subsidiary laws of a greater impulse 
which governs the life of the Unmanifested Logos. 

The Law of Attraction produces certain effects which it might profit us to             
touch upon here, provided we remember that only a few effects out of many              
possible are being considered. 

 
 

1. Association 
 
The first effect might be called association. Under this law the karmic Lords             

are enabled to bring together those lives (human, subhuman, and superhuman)           
which have earlier been associated, and have, therefore, somewhat to work out.             
The seven Heavenly Men, for instance, are a few out of the great band of               
associated Lives who have chosen to come into incarnation in this kalpa for             
purposes of mutual help and mutual correction. They are really destined to work             
together, but nevertheless on other cosmic planes have points of contact unknown            
to us. 

 
Under this attractive pull the informing existences of the various kingdoms of            

nature are engaged in mutual interaction, and thus swing into lesser but similar             
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activity all the lives of these various bodies of manifestation. These lines of             
attraction are veiled in mystery, and all that it is possible to indicate is the karma                
of the Lord of the second or vegetable kingdom with the Lord of the fifth               
kingdom, and a close line of linking energy between the Lord of the mineral              
kingdom and the human. These points are only for reference to our own             
planetary scheme. The Lord of the Moon chain and the Lord of our present              
animal kingdom are "blood brothers" and in their relationship and the esoteric            
interference of the "Man of Men" (the human family personified) is hidden the             
mystery of present animal karma and the slaughter of animal forms, the terror of              
wild beasts and the work of vivisectionists. 

 
Under this Law, too, is found "the Path" upon which men lift themselves            

out of the human state of consciousness into the divine, but on this there is no                
need to enlarge. 
 

2. Form Building 
 

The second effect is form building. Upon this we will enlarge at some length              
along the Path of Initiation as it is middle, or this second aspect which is ever                
responsible for the construction of a form around a central nucleus. Students            
would find it useful to deeply study and meditate upon the appended tabulation of              
energy streams (as is seen on your character sheet) and their objectivising through             
mutual interplay. 

 
As time goes on, science will become aware of the basic nature and             

fundamental accuracy of the method whereby every form can be divided into its             
three aspects, and viewed as an Entity energised by three types of force, emanating              
from various points extraneous to the form under consideration. It can be            
considered also as expressing in some way or another, in its various parts, force or               
energy originating in the three forces of manifestation, Brahma, Vishnu and           
Shiva. Where this is the case and the premise admitted, the entire outlook on life,               
on nature, medicine and science and on methods of construction or destruction            
will be changed. Things will be viewed as essential triplicities, men will be             
regarded as a combination of energy units, and work with things and with men              
from the form aspect will be revolutionised. 

 
Along the Path of Initiation, Karma is used as a measurement to impose natural              

consequence for every action taken. Consideration is given not only to the actual             
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outcome of evolving situations, but also to the intentions which underlie these            
actions. 

 
Each Archetypal Power, and most mundane actions carry their own Karmic           

cost which serves to reflect how much force or indirect influence is exerted upon a               
situation. Consider the Karmic cost of our actions as the ripples which occur after              
casting a stone into a still pond: the larger the stone the larger the ripples. 

 
The player will keep a running total of the Karma they have incurred on the               

their character sheet by updating it at the end of every turn. Karma scores can be                
infinitely negative (below 0) but cannot exceed 0 on the positive side, because 0 is               
considered to be a state of Zen and is as close to Karmic perfection as an ego can                  
be.  Positive Karma reduces negative balances, but is useless to the player at Zen. 

 
The goal of each player is to maintain a low Karmic signature as the portals of                

Initiation are only open as long as the Karmic score does not exceed the              
ever-narrowing requirement (the higher the initiation the higher the karmic          
requirement or the lower the required score). This mans that it will be difficult to               
achieve the higher Initiations unless the player approaches or maintains a state of             
Zen. As an additional bonus to maintaining a state of Zen, players may add +1 to                
every die roll versus a DC. 

 

Example of Karma in gameplay         
 

1.  A player at Zen inadvertently causes a car accident and is awarded -50 
karma, taking them out of Zen with a Karmic score of -50. 

2. Player then helps an old lady across the street and is awarded +10 karma, 
placing their score at -40. 

3. Player then saves someone’s life and is awarded +100 karma and is back at 
Zen. 

Sample Karmic Action Equivalents 

Stealing candy = -10Stealing a car = -40 

Lying to help = -10Lying to hurt = -40 

Saving a life = +80Taking a life = -100 
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Causing a small accident = -20Causing a large accident = -80 

 

These equivalents are given as a guide to illustrate the potential numerical 
equivalent of our karmic force potential.  All actions generate Karma, but once a 
player is at Zen, positive karma can no longer be accumulated and is thus 
immediately neutralized.  

In most games The Lords of Karma are played by all players who are not 
currently involved in the players Lesson.  While mostly acting as conscientious 
observers, they may be invoked by the Higher Self to help resolve issues regarding 
details, probabilities, and assigning DC values. 

The Lords of Karma must carefully observe the ego’s behavior and attitude 
and quietly judge their use of the primary Divine Qualities such as Wisdom, Love, 
Intuition, Creativity, Active Intelligence, Inclusivity, Appreciation, Understanding, 
Compassion, Courage, etc. as well as the mental, emotional and physical responses 
they elicit upon the three lower planes. 

The Lords of Karma, as well as the Higher Self, must consider the important 
distinction between a player’s intention and the actual results they achieve.  A 
well-focused clarity of intent who errs and thus causes a loss of life need not 
receive the same Karmic penalty as a reckless or violent action that casually trades 
in death and chaos. 

In order to receive Initiation, players must first meet the Karmic conditions 
listed below – Note numbers listed are the Maximum Karma Allowed per rank. 
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Karmic Requirements for Initiation       
Malkuth:  Soul Level 1 (Probationary Path) – Zen 

Yesod:  Soul Level 2 (1st Initiation) – 555 

Hod:  Soul Level 3 (2nd Initiation) – 444 

Netzach:  Soul Level 4 (3 rd Initiation) – 333 

Tiphareth:  Soul Level 5 (4th Initiation) – 222 

Geburah:  Soul Level 6 (5th Initiation) – 111 

Chesed:  Soul Level 7 (6th Initiation) – 55 

Holy Trinity:  Soular Unity (7 th Initiation) - Zen 

 

VI. Experience (XP)     
Every action taken by a player results in experience for the ego and the 

Higher Self, but Life Lessons that are handled successfully according to intention, 
result in higher XP awards than those given for unsuccessful results. 

XP represents the vast, ever-changing sea of potential catalysts in which the 
ego is immersed.  Players who merely choose to ‘observe’ on their turn may avoid 
difficult Life Lessons but they do not gain XP.  Since XP minimums must be met 
to qualify for Initiation, they act as an auto-leveling force to guard against lethargy, 
apathy and fear. 

There exists a distinct correspondence between Karma and XP and they are 
almost always awarded in equal amounts, but where Karmic values can be positive 
or negative, XP is always a positive value.  Therefore, 50xp is usually awarded 
whether the player is awarded +50/-50 Karma. 

+1000xp is also awarded for learning a new Universal Law – players can 
only receive this award once for each Law.  
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The following table are the Minimum Experience allowed to receive 
Initiation: 

XP Requirements for Initiation       
Malkuth:  Soul Level 1 (Probationary Path) – 0 

Yesod:  Soul Level 2 (1st Initiation) – 111 

Hod:  Soul Level 3 (2nd Initiation) – 222 

Netzach:  Soul Level 4 (3 rd Initiation) – 444 

Tiphareth:  Soul Level 5 (4th Initiation) – 888 

Geburah:  Soul Level 6 (5th Initiation) – 1666 

Chesed:  Soul Level 7 (6th Initiation) – 3222 

Holy Trinity:  Soular Unity (7 th Initiation) – 6444 

VII. Polarity   
Polarity within the context of the Path of Initiation attempts to bring 

relatability to a particular aspect of the Law of Polarity.  It refers to the two 
fundamental pathways that conscious evolution can take within this world of 
duality, namely: Service to Self & Service to Others. 

The path of ‘Service to Self’ involves the pursuit of gain through the 
exploitation of others and is clearly demonstrated in the predatory nature of 
animals and in some aspects of human interaction.  Surprisingly, since this path 
requires that ‘others’ perform the function of prey, the prey too can fall into this 
category due to their own victim mentality. 

The path of ‘Service to Others’ attempts to transcend the predator/prey 
relationship and is founded upon the knowledge that all Life is a Oneness and that 
by working collaboratively we help all aspects of ‘ourself.’ 
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Positive polarity is a way of indicating behaviors and attitudes trending 
toward ‘Service to Others.’  Negative Polarity indicates behaviors and attitudes 
trending toward ‘Service to Self.’  

An ego’s polarity is rooted in their intentions rather than upon their 
concrete effects, thus a well-intentioned outlaw such as Robin Hood may be 
strongly polarized toward ‘Service to Others’ but be accumulating negative karma 
in some or all of their actions.  The minimum polarity requirements to receive 
Initiation are as follows: 

 

Polarity requirements for Initiation       
 

Malkuth:  Soul Level 1 (Probationary Path) – 0 

Yesod:  Soul Level 2 (1st Initiation) – 11 

Hod:  Soul Level 3 (2nd Initiation) – 22 

Netzach:  Soul Level 4 (3 rd Initiation) – 333 

Tiphareth:  Soul Level 5 (4th Initiation) – 44 

Geburah:  Soul Level 6 (5th Initiation) – 55 

Chesed:  Soul Level 7 (6th Initiation) – 66 

Holy Trinity:  Soular Unity (7 th Initiation) - 77 

 

VIII. Divine Will     
Divine Will is a measure of soular alignment acting and being manifest 

in the moment.  This is accomplished in the game by rolling a 1D20.  The person 
playing the Higher Self (GM in beginner games, person to the player’s right in 
intermediate and advanced games) rolls a d20 and keeps the number rolled a 
secret from the player.  Divine Will is considered to be ‘Aligned’ when this roll is 
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between 11-20 and gains increasing support from Heaven as it nears 20.  A 20 
signifies a perfect alignment with our Solar Angel.  Higher numbers yield more 
favorable environmental details, support, and circumstances for the ego in all 
chosen endeavors for that turn.  Divine Will rolls that are 10 or below are 
considered to be ‘Misaligned’.  Lower numbers (moving toward 1) incur greater 
challenges, difficulties and support in all endeavors for that players turn.  A 
natural roll of 1 (not counting buffs) yields an alignment completely eschue from 
the inherent intelligence of the Soular Angel - the player isn’t going to catch a 
break on this turn. 

For example, a Divine Will roll of 17 would indicate far easier success in 
all the player’s actions (resulting in lower DC’s and fortuitous details and 
guidance) than would a roll of 3.  

IX. Difficulty Checks (DC)       
As the ego and the Higher Self work their way through the evolving 

parameters of the Life Lesson, the player attempts to resolve the issue in a manner 
that displays traits which they wish to develop within themselves (such as love, 
wisdom, knowledge, discernment, patience, etc.) that would ideally demonstrate as 
being for the greatest good of all. 

The player’s stated actions, whether they are mundane actions, which any 
normal human being could attempt, or whether they employ an Archetypal Power 
are assigned a level of difficulty by the Higher Self.  This number is called a DC or 
Difficulty Check and seeks to measure the amount of energy needed to act 
successfully against the variables in circulation in the moment.  The DC must be 
met or exceeded by the player’s total roll to be successful in their attempted 
action. 

If the player’s roll is equal to the DC, then success is indicated.  The 
degree of success is implied by the amount that the roll exceeds the DC.  A roll of 
a natural 20 represents supreme fortune and complete success.  A roll of a natural 
1 is a harbinger of the most bitter failure and is often the result of many 
unforeseen happenings. Sample DCs -    

Easy=5/Average=10/Difficult=15/Expert=20/Master=25+ 
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X. Chakra Score Character sheet         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Karma:_______XP:_______Polarity:_______ 

Character Sheet - Beginner 
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The chakras or centers are located within the human etheric body where 
energy or essence is converted into force. This essence, circulating as force, is then 
dissipated and exhausted through the activity of the local ‘concrete’ mind or 
becomes congested, corrupted or distorted most often because of belief structures 
built into the lower Spirt-Mind-Body complex which have no sympathy with the 
actual nature of reality.  

 
Each center or chakra has affinity with certain types of essence and is by 

default configured with a certain geometry. Depending on design potential, some 
of these affinities can be accented and/or expanded and default geometries can be 
rebuilt with greater capacity and functionality. 

 
A brief description will now be given to outline the basics of 

chakras/centers. More detail will be found in the subsequent packets following the 
first Initiation. For every Initiation following the first a packet of information will 
be provided filled with mysteries, magic, and the Wisdom of the Ages. 

 

The Crown Center:       
Also called the Head center, it concerns the super-conscious aspect of Mind, 

the Higher Self, the Soul and the Monad.  Its exoteric correspondence in the 
physical body is the Pineal gland. It has deep affinity with Rays 1,2,3,6 & 7. 

 

The Ajna Center:     
Also called the Third-Eye Chakra, it concerns vision and insight. Its exoteric 

correspondence is the Pituitary gland. The Ajna has a deep affinity with Rays 
1,2,4,5,6,7. 
 

The Throat Center:     
This is the center of manifestation for the 3-5 dimension. It governs 

communication, creative expression and the use of will.  This center, in 
conjunction with the Solar Plexus center is being collectively reprogrammed in 
the Aquarian Age. It is associated with the Thyroid and Parathyroid gland. The 
Throat Center has deep affinity with Rays 1,2,3,4,5,7. 
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The Higher Heart or G Center:           
This center acts as the centralized bind point holding the four (and the 

eight) directions in local equilibrium. The High Heart or G Center is a direct 
reflection from the Quantum Heart and serves to circulate the primordial 
background frequency of Inclusivity (Love) into all aspects and manifestations on 
the surface. It is associated with the Liver. It has Ray affinity with all Seven Divine 
Rays. 
 

The Heart/Ego Center     
The Heart center (ego, lower heart) governs our sense of local will. It 

governs and controls how willful we are designed to be in relation to our 
perceived local desires, wishes, and inclinations. The Heart Center wants to have 
control, but for what purpose? Its exoteric correspondence is the Thymus gland 
and its Ray affinities are:  1,2,4,5,6,7. 
 

The Spleen Center     
The Spleen Center governs and controls the movement of energy between 

our etheric and physical body. Essence gathered in our etheric body is moved into 
the spleen center and put into systemic circulation to vitalize, protect, and nourish 
all aspects of the local-self structure. It manages our sense of safety & security, and 
pays close attention in the moment to any forces which may threaten our survival. 
Its exoteric association is the Lymphatic System and its Ray affinities are:  Ray 3 & 
4.  
 

The Root Center     
The Root Center is a pressure center which drives and pushes the evolution 

of life in this dimension. Its nature is about stimulation, activity, and movement. 
This center provides the design with a potential range of adaptability to conscious 
and unconscious ‘stress’ as well as providing some kind of energy/essence to the 
Spleen, Sacrum and/or Solar Plexus to empower their functions.  Its exoteric 
association is the Adrenal gland. The Ray affinities are:  1,3,5,7. 
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The Solar Plexus Center       
The Solar Plexus governs the Astral body. This ‘body’ is also referred to as 

the emotional body or desire body. This center is one of the primary centers sued 
to transfer energy upward into the higher centers by transmuting desire into 
aspiration. All feeling, emotionality and desire are projected and/or generated 
within this center. Patience and Detachment are key principles in creating 
harmony within this center.  The exoteric correspondence is the Pancreas and its 
Ray affinities are:  2,3,5,6. 
 
 

The Sacral Center     
This center is the seat of our personal power for all designs though not all 

designs have consistent access to this center. The energy from this center 
generates a pulse of force that emanates into the aura of the local environment 
and serves to effect the World of Energy through hierarchical sympathies and 
harmonies.  Its nature is about flow and its rhythm is now. Its exoteric 
correspondence is the gonads (ovaries/testes) and its Ray affinities are:  1,2,4,5,6,7. 
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XI. Chakra Scores & Ratings         
 
A chakra score is a numerical rating given to a specific center or chakra. This 
rating seeks to create a way of relating to the ‘applied force potential’ of a given 
center. The Chakra centers are the source of all Archetypal powers and players will 
notice that all Archetype powers have some affinity for a certain center. Look at 
the Archetype card below for Ray 6 – The Ray of Devotion and Idealism – the 
name of this Archetype is the Monk.  
 

 
It should be evident from looking at the card that the Chakra scores listed 

for this Archetype either increase or decrease the raw score of seven of the nine 
chakras in the players character sheet. These increases/decreases are cumulative 
since players keep the potentials from Archetypes as they progress along the Path. 
For example The Monk Archetype decreases the Chakra score at the Ajna by 2 and 
increases the chakra score of the solar plexus by 3 (among other things). Chakra 
score adjustments for each Archetype can be found on the Archetype cards in this 
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manual and players as they progress along the Path will find many options to 
increase these numerical ratings of force potential. A higher force potential is 
equal to more potency and directly contributes to success or failure when using all 
types of actions, mundane or profound.  

 

Using Archetype Powers     
 

Archetype Powers may be used by the player during Life Lessons to 
facilitate successful completion of the 
trial. Each Archetype has the capacity to 
use several unique abilities each of 
which has its power oriented into a 
center or chakra. For example, with the 
Monk Archetype, the Slow Time 
Archetype Power is created from the 
Root Center. The ability to successfully 
use an Archetype power in play is 
dependent on several variables – 
additional variables and controls are 
used in the intermediate and advanced 
versions of this game.  

 
Let’s look at an example.  Player 1 is 
playing through for the first time as an 
Emotional Generator design and is 
working toward the first Initiation. 
Given that this is Player 1’s first play 
through the first Archetype used isn’t 
chosen but is derived from the 
character sheet.  In this working 
example Player 1 is playing the Monk 
Archetype and has just chosen to 
endeavor into the first Life Lesson. At 
this point in the game their Character Sheet would look something like the 
example given above. 
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The Higher Self begins to map out the intricacies of the Life Lesson –  
“You awaken with a start, and quickly discover that you are already 30 min late for 
your first day of work at your new job. The night before, you kindly asked your 
roommate if they would wake you up before they left since they leave for work 
earlier than you usually get out of bed. They assured you that they would – but 
now, here you are, your roommate is nowhere to be found and your already an 
hour late.”  
 

Player 1, thinks for a moment and then replies – I’m going to call my new 
work and tell them I’m running late.  
 

The Higher Self (secretly) rolls a d20 for Divine Will and rolls a 2 – 
signifying significant misalignment. Then responds:  Make your call, the DC is 13.  
 

Player 1’s eyes widen at such a high DC for such a simple action and rolls a 
d20. They roll a 4 and have no modifiers at this point in the game. 
 

The Higher Self goes on – with that roll you’ve used up one of your 3 
actions for this Lesson and you’ve failed miserably.  No matter how hard you try 
you can’t remember the right number and the paper you wrote the number down 
on got wet and the last few digits got smudged.  This action has no hope of 
success. 
 

Player 1 pauses to consider the options:  So I can ask 3 mundane questions, 1 
Spiritual Question and perform 2 more actions, right? 
 

The Higher Self nods affirmation. 
 

Player 1:  I’m going to use my Archetype Power ‘Sense Emotion’ on my new 
boss.  My Solar Plexus gets a +3 bonus to my DC rolls and another +3 since I’m 
playing a design that is an Emotional Generator – so I have a +6 total bonus. 
 

The Higher Self nods and considers:  Sense Emotion provides the power to 
discern the target’s true emotional state, even if it is unknown to themselves. It is 
entirely magnetic and does not contain any dominant or radiant qualities. Given 
that the boss is likely actively feeling something about the tardiness of the new 
employee the normal DC for something like this would be Easy – given a 2 for 
Divine Will the DC is raised to 12. 
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Go for it – the DC is 12. 

 
Player 1 rolls a d20 and gets a 15 with an additional +6 bonus making the 

total 21.  
The Higher Self responds with fervent clapping – well done, you are wildly 

successful and reaching out with your astral senses you lightly touch the 
emotional system of your new boss.  There is a great deal of energy in circulation 
– Sadness in relation to a recent conversation with his daughter is most 
prominent as well as a generalized nervousness in regard to something he is 
trying to keep hidden while at work.  You can’t tell exactly what he is hiding, but 
you can tell that he is nervous about anyone finding out. 
 

Player 1:  So there isn’t anything emotional about me specifically? 
 

Higher Self:  Are you using one of your mundane questions? 
 

Player 1:  Yes 
 

Higher Self:  There doesn’t seem to be anything in circulation that has your 
exact name on it.  You have one action remaining. 
 
Player 1:  Ok, for my last action I’m going to use my Archetype Power 
‘Words of Wisdom.’  This is the Power to speak a sacred Word or Chant 
that bestows clarity of mind and heart, causing the target to choose a wise 
action. I’m going to use this on my new boss.  I have a -2 penalty on my roll. 

 
Higher Self eyebrow’s raise:  Well now – the Higher Self considers again 

the appropriate DC.  Adjusting again for an abysmal Divine Will roll the DC is set 
at 15.  
 

Have at it – DC is 15. 
 

Player 1 rolls their d20 and gets an 18, subtracting 2 the final number is 16. 
Just enough to pull it off. 

The Higher Self, smiles and claps – well, well, well, you chant out your 
words of Power and on the other side of town an energy in the form of a new idea 
blooms in the heart center of your boss.  Still able to sense his emotions you take 
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notice that he is feeling much more at ease as he has discovered a solution to the 
problem that was plaguing him. Well done, for better or worse you have changed 
the energy in circulation. 

 
The Higher Self and the Lords of Karma (all other players) join together  

and the Higher Self asks Player 1 to discuss the intentions behind those actions. 
 

Player 1 responds:  Well, the phone call seemed pretty obvious. I was going 
to call my boss and let them know I was on the way and apologize for my 
tardiness on my first day! When that didn’t work, it seemed likely that I wasn’t 
going to be able to mitigate any of that issue.  What was going to be, was going to 
be – I’d either lose my job or not, didn’t seem like there was anything I could 
really do about it.  So, I got to wondering how my boss was doing? Sense Emotion 
told me that he was having some trouble, and even though I didn’t know exactly 
what it was, it seemed like I could perhaps relieve some of his emotional stress. 
This was the reason behind me using Words of Wisdom – to fill his heart with 
the energy needed to direct his emotional system towards clarity. 
 

The Lords of Karma:  That does seem very supportive of you, thoughtful and 
sensitive, even selfless in letting go of your own potential worries and 
uncertainties of not knowing what will happen when you finally get into work. 
But direct interference, even with the best of intentions accumulates some Karma 
– there may have been many variables yet unknown and some struggles are the 
very catalysts that we need for growth. Instead of solving his problem, you may 
have just postponed it. 
 

Higher Self – agreed – I recommend -10 Karma / +50 XP / + 3 Polarity 
 

Lords of Karma – we do so agree, so be it and so it is.  
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XII. Initiation and the Law of Rebirth             
 

Initiation signals the entrance into a higher level of consciousness.  It may 
be important to consider that Initiation is not the cause of any local increase in 
consciousness, but rather it is an activation that takes place when the elements 
that make up the local atmosphere are so aligned as to enable this ‘increase.’ 

The Law of Rebirth is an aspect of the Universal Law of Rhythm and serves 
to bind the human ego to the Wheel of Life and Death until the 7 th Initiation is 
taken.  When an ego dies, whether due to the events encountered within a Life 
Lesson or because they have advanced to the end of the Wheel one of two 
occurrences are possible: 

1. If the player DOES NOT MEET the requirements of Initiation they                       
will be immediately reborn (using the same character sheet in beginner                     
games) as the same archetype for another journey around the Wheel.                     

 
a. The player is awarded 1 power point to be added to any one of their 

chakra scores, which represent the slow but steady ascent of spiritual 
evolution that takes place even as we fail to successfully capitalize on 
the opportunities presented to us in our Life Lessons. 
 

b. Each rebirth as the same Archetype, however, carries its own inherent 
penalty which also serves to press the ego ever further toward their 
personal but often esoteric spiritual goals.  This is accomplished in 
the game as a cumulative penalty of -2 to all rolls for Divine Will. 
Therefore, a player who is upon his 3 rd life as the same Archetype will 
receive a -6 penalty to all rolls for Divine Will. 
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2. The player MEETS the requirements for Initiation. This results in the                     
player ascending to a new Soul Level and the following 3 occurrences                       

immediately take place.     
 

a. The ego is reincarnated as a new Archetype.  Players at this point can 
choose freely among the remaining options.  The player retains all 
powers from any and all previous Archetypes (including chakra 
scores, which are always cumulative) and now adds the new 
Archetypal Powers to their repertoire. 
 

b. The player receives 3 power points and can assign them to one or 
more chakra scores to permanently  increase their values.  Additionally, 
the player then adjusts their chakra scores to reflect the new amounts 
listed for the new Archetype.  
 

c. The achievement of Initiation by any player cascades as a wave of 
force across the genetic mind of all playing, thus, all players 
immediately receive 1 power point to permanently increase one of 
their chakra scores. 

 

 

 

This concludes the overview and game primer for The Magicians Path.  This 
material has been compiled and organized from many different sources, texts, and 
traditions.  May all sentient beings in all directions and dimensions, now and 
forever be clarified in the One Light of Truth and be free.  PHAT. 
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